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This article analyzes communication within a set of individuals to extract the representative prototypical groups and provides a novel framework to establish the utility of such groups. Corporations
may want to identify representative groups (which are indicative of the overall communication
set) because it is easier to track the prototypical groups rather than the entire set. This can be
useful for advertising, identifying “hot” spots of resource consumption as well as in mining representative moods or temperature of a community. Our framework has three parts: extraction,
characterization, and utility of prototypical groups. First, we extract groups by developing features
representing communication dynamics of the individuals. Second, to characterize the overall communication set, we identify a subset of groups within the community as the prototypical groups.
Third, we justify the utility of these prototypical groups by using them as predictors of related
external phenomena; specifically, stock market movement of technology companies and political
polls of Presidential candidates in the 2008 U.S. elections.
We have conducted extensive experiments on two popular blogs, Engadget and Huffington
Post. We observe that the prototypical groups can predict stock market movement/political polls
satisfactorily with mean error rate of 20.32%. Further, our method outperforms baseline methods
based on alternative group extraction and prototypical group identification methods. We evaluate
the quality of the extracted groups based on their conductance and coverage measures and develop
metrics: predictivity and resilience to evaluate their ability to predict a related external time-series
variable (stock market movement/political polls). This implies that communication dynamics of
individuals are essential in extracting groups in a community, and the prototypical groups extracted
by our method are meaningful in characterizing the overall communication sets.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this article, we characterize communicating sets of individuals in the blogosphere to extract the representative prototypical groups and provide a novel
framework to establish the utility of such groups. A fine-grained, temporal
analysis of the prototypical groups can help us understand the evolutionary
aspects (organization, dynamics) of communities as an emergent property of
interaction.
The advent of Web 2.0 technologies through a plethora of social media Web
sites (e.g., Facebook, MySpace, LiveJournal, Flickr, YouTube) has enabled users
of the Web to participate in a wide variety of online communications including
expression of their opinions on blogs, sharing images and videos, and engaging
in discussions centered around media objects and news articles. For example,
users on Engadget [Engadget], a popular Web magazine covering gadgets and
consumer electronics, can communicate through comments and replies on blog
posts about different technology products as well as related company happenings. Besides, the users on the Huffington Post [Huffington Post], an Internet
newspaper featuring blog posts on current happenings, can engage in extensive
communication on diverse events. Both these blogs feature extensive user participation, implying that the communication and opinions often cater to a large
audience; Engadget, as of May 2009 [Blog Rankings], is the fourth most popular blog on the Web having 18,162,567 inbound links and 1,887,887 monthly
visitors, while Huffington Post comprised a set of 8.9M visitors as of February
2009 [Nielsen Netratings].
A common artifact that emerges out of such communication is that people
often consider the stated opinions of others when online shopping, researching
investment companies, planning their vacation, or even their next meal out.
Personal experiences as well as opinions on external events manifest themselves extensively through online chatter. By analyzing these communication
dynamics we can arrive at a better understanding of user behavior, mine useful
knowledge applicable to business domains, as well as study and reflect on the
growth, evolution, and characteristics of online communities. Opinion tracking can help drive business intelligence, to, for example, proactively address
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negative commentary. Companies can benefit from learning which communities
are discussing them and the dynamics of such interaction to better understand
shareholder sentiment or maximize product exposure. Communication characterization within a network (via groups) can also suggest ranking strategies for
impactful individuals, groups, and communities in social networks: what are
the sources of reliable information and who are the people capable of suggesting answers to specific questions. It could help user interest prediction, study
underlying sociological phenomena in the blogosphere, as well as support tools
useful for marketing analysis and operations management that are required to
cater to user needs in response to temporally changing external phenomena.
However, despite extensive work in the past on analysis of such structural
and temporal dynamics in the blogosphere, tracking the communication dynamics of a large set of individuals over time can be extremely expensive and
inefficient. Moreover, the nature of the overall communication cannot be deciphered on the basis of a single individual or a large set of individuals; we
need a unifying notion that helps us characterize macroscopic interactions in
a communicating set of individuals based on the microscopic communication
properties of the individuals. Let us consider a few examples to examine these
problems. First, consider a news agency interested in providing poll predictions
in favor of different political candidates prior to the elections, and therefore
wishes to focus on the ongoing political discussions on the Web. Second, consider a corporation who intends to advertise a particular product and hence
is interested to know which communities might be targeted. Now given the
extensive communication dynamics observable on different social media sites
as well as the blogosphere, the major challenge for the news agency or the
corporation is: which are the important or interesting groups that need to be
tracked over time?
To answer this question, the insights gained by observing the dynamics of
representative prototypical groups can be extremely helpful. In this article, we
will define prototypical groups in a communication set to be the representative
subsets of individuals which characterize the overall communication in terms
of the content (e.g., what is the topic of discussion) and context (e.g., how the
membership of the individuals to different groups changes over time). Thus
they can aggregate together the salient characteristics of the individuals and
suggest a more concrete picture of the nature of communication in a large
communication set. In the first example, the news agency can focus on the
opinions of individuals in the prototypical groups and use them as predictors
of polls with respect to different political candidates. In the second example,
the corporation can observe membership dynamics in the prototypical groups
and figure out how the sentiments of its customers towards the new product
are changing. This would in turn help them further to identify the groups that
could be targeted for advertising the product.
Although extracting such representative prototypical communication groups
can be extremely interesting, the obvious question arises: how do we validate
this? Typically, in several social network problems (e.g., community extraction),
determining the utility of the extracted knowledge (in the sense “is the mined
knowledge useful?”) is difficult due to the absence of ground truth. Typically, we
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analyze the properties of the extracted knowledge (e.g., graph-based metrics
such as conductance/coverage, when we extract subgraphs), as a measure of
quality. However, these measures do not inform us of the utility of the mined
data. In this article, we answer the utility question, by correlating the mined
data (the prototypical groups) with a semantically related, but independent
time-series data (stock market movement/political poll).
Our Approach. Our goal in this article is to answer the following set of
questions: how do we extract the prototypical communication groups in a large
set of mutually communicating individuals in the blogosphere? What are their
characteristics? Are such extracted representative groups useful?
To answer these questions, we have characterized online communication
sets in social networks to extract their representative prototypical groups and
developed a novel utility framework to establish the utility of such prototypical
groups. There are two major contributions in this article.
— Extract and characterize the prototypical groups in a community: the prototypical groups can simplify representation of a communication set by capturing its global communication properties (Sections 4 and 5).
— Establish the utility of such prototypical groups with their ability to predict
related external phenomena, specifically in this work we consider stock market movements of companies and political polls of candidates in 2008 U.S.
Presidential elections (Section 6).
To recall, we define prototypical communication groups to be the representative
sets of individuals in a communication set which captures the overall context
and content of the entire set. The prototypical groups should have the following
two properties: (a) their constituent individuals would be derived from several
other groups in the past and (b) their topic distribution would highly aligned
to that of the overall communication set. In order to identify such prototypical
groups and their utility, we adopt a three-step approach: extraction of groups,
characterization of prototypical groups, and utility of the prototypical groups.
(1) First, we develop features representing communication dynamics of the individuals in a communication set: response behavior, measure and impact of
an individual’s communication; and her intrinsic roles in communication.
These characteristics are then used to extract groups where each group
comprises a set of individuals having similar communication characteristics. The extraction algorithm is based on unsupervised clustering and it
emphasizes the temporal relationships among groups.
(2) Second, we identify a subset of all the groups as prototypical communication
groups which capture and characterize the overall communication set. Two
properties are used to identify these groups: composition entropy indicating
if their constituent individuals are derived from several other groups in
the past and topic divergence, indicating if their topic distribution is highly
aligned to that of the overall communication set. We further present a novel
optimization framework to identify these groups.
(3) Third, we justify that extracting the prototypical groups is useful as they
can enable communication sets to predict relevant time-series data. Our
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conjecture is that online communication sets often manifest public opinion
about finance, stocks, and technological products, as well as about different
political candidates. Hence we present a novel utility framework where we
show that the prototypical groups can be useful predictors of stock market
movement of technology companies as well as of political polls of elections.
Note that we extract prototypical groups as a dynamic subset of groups
derived on the basis of the communication characteristics of the individuals.
We justify this proposed sequence of steps used for extracting the prototypical
groups as follows. First, developing a framework to extract groups helps us
understand community- and network-level interactions in a clear and precise
way, rather than tracking each individual independently. Second, had the prototypical groups been derived directly based on the individual’s communication
properties, altering the definition of prototypical groups would change the entire framework. To alleviate this issue, our proposed method allows alternate
definitions of prototypical groups seamlessly which do not depend upon how
the groups are constructed. Hence the characterization of individuals is made
transparent to the prototypical group extraction process. Third, our method
also allows for third parties to have dynamically changing notions of prototypical groups over time, without perturbing how the individuals are characterized
or the groups extracted. This situation, for example, might arise in a marketing
campaign where a viral marketer wants to exploit several candidate definitions
of potential customers to be targeted over time. Our proposed method can allow
for this kind of a flexibility without any segment of our proposed framework
being altered.
To test our proposed model in this article, we have conducted extensive experiments on two popular blogs, Engadget and Huffington Post. We observe
that during periods of significant external events related to the communities
associated with these blogs, the mean composition entropy and the mean topic
divergence show significant changes. This implies that the prototypical groups
are able to capture the dynamics in the communication set. We then justify
the utility of the prototypical groups by using them to predict stock market
movement/political polls. The error in prediction are given by 23.42%, 22.58%,
19.67% and 20.73%, respectively, for communication sets discussing “Apple,”
“Microsoft,” “Google” and “Nokia” and 21.43% and 19.75% for the sets discussing “Obama” and “McCain.”
Next, we evaluate the characteristics of the prototypical groups by their
quality, that is, conductance and coverage, and two novel metrics, high predictivity of stock market movement/political polls and low resilience of the communication set in predicting these external variables when the prototypical
groups are not considered. During the evaluation, we observe that our method
yields high-quality prototypical groups (evident via low conductance and high
coverage) and also maximizes predictivity of stock market movement/polls
(our method: 0.73, baselines: 0.48) and minimizes resilience with respect to
prediction (our method: 0.18, baselines: 0.46), implying that the prototypical
groups extracted by our method are more meaningful in characterizing the
overall communication sets. The mean improvement over the four sets in the
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Engadget dataset compared to the baseline techniques (based on alternative
group extraction and prototypical group identification methods) in conductance
is approximately 30%, for coverage is 27%, for the predictivity of the polls is
45%, and for resilience is 42%. In case of the Huffington Post dataset, the mean
improvement in conductance over the two sets “Obama” and “McCain” is 41.5%,
that in coverage is 56%, that in predictivity of the polls is 48% and in resilience
is 40%.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give an
elaborate discussion of related work and present their limitations. Section 3
presents the problem definition. In the next three Sections 4, 5, and 6, we describe our framework comprising group extraction, identifying the prototypical
groups and then determining the utility of such prototypical groups. Section 7
presents the evaluation technique used in this work based on several baseline
methods and two novel evaluation metrics. In Sections 8 and 9 we discuss the
experimental results conducted on two datasets: the popular technology and
political blogs, Engadget and Huffington Post. Section 10 presents a discussion
of our approach, results and our limitations. We conclude in Section 11 with
the major contributions of our work and directions towards future work.
2. RELATED WORK
In this section, we introduce relevant prior work with respect to extraction,
characterization, and evaluation of dynamics in social networks. Properties
of social phenomena, including communication, with respect to individuals,
groups, and networks have been studied immensely in the past to guide a
wide range of problems, ranging from information diffusion [Gruhl et al. 2004;
Song et al. 2007b; Stewart et al. 2007], trust propagation [Gyöngyi et al.
2004], community detection [Chin and Chignell 2007; Du et al. 2007; Falkowski
et al. 2006; Lin et al. 2007; Zhou et al. 2006], social capital quantification and
community-centric search [Almeida and Almeida 2004; Balfe and Smyth 2004;
Boydell and Smyth 2006; Coyle and Smyth 2007], prediction of social collaboration [Fisher and Dourish 2004; McDonald 2003; Ohira et al. 2005], mining user
behavior [Song et al. 2007a], expertise modeling [D’amore 2004], and analyzing
predictive power of social communication [Gruhl et al. 2005]. In this section
we provide a detailed overview of the realm of prior work corresponding to:
(a) social network characterization at different granularities, that is individuals, groups, and networks; (b) analysis of communication properties in social
networks; and (c) the evaluation of the dynamics of these characterizations and
properties.
2.1 Social Network Characterization
We present the prior work on characterizing social network properties from
three different facets: mining individual characteristics, group characteristics,
and finally network-based characteristics.
2.1.1 Individual Characteristics.. There has been considerable work on
modeling characteristics of bloggers at an individual level. Newman [2001]
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studied social networks of scientists in which the actors are authors of scientific
papers. He found that the typical distances between authors of a wide range of
scientific databases are small; the networks exhibit, small, world phenomenon
[Milgram 1967] and scale logarithmically with total number of authors in the
entire network. He also presented a novel model of weighting the collaborations
between the authors. In another work [Newman 2003], Newman characterized
individuals based on their assortitative mixing patterns with each other. He
considered mixing according to the degree of nodes in a network and investigated whether or not individuals with similar degree interact with each other.
He presents models for several kinds of assortatively mixed networks, and
concludes that assortative mixing is a pervasive phenomenon.
Liljeros et al. [2003] characterize individuals in different epidemiological
states with respect to propagation of sexually transmitted infections in social networks. They concluded that social network analysis, like assortative
or disassortative mixing, offers useful insight into how to conceptualize and
model social interactions of individuals for these infections and suggested the
potential to greatly enhance the understanding of disease epidemics.
Nakajima et al. [2005] identify important bloggers based on communication activity. They determine “hot” conversations in the blogosphere through
agitators and summarizers by establishing discriminants. Song et al. [2007a]
identify opinion leaders, who are responsible for disseminating important information to the blog network, using a variation of the PageRank algorithm. In our
earlier work [Choudhury et al. 2008a] on modeling social context for predicting
communication flow, we characterized individuals based on their information
roles in communication, for example, “generators” and “aggregators.”
In another work [Huang et al. 2008], Huang et al. investigated coauthorship
networks for modeling network evolution and predicting future collaboration
between authors. They conduct analysis at three different levels: network, community, and individual levels. At network level, they use several standardized
social network analysis metrics to show that coauthorship networks follow
the small-world phenomenon [Milgram 1967]. They characterized evolution at
community level and at individual level and developed a stochastic model to
predict future collaborations.
2.1.2 Group Characteristics. Prior work has also been done to quantify
groups of individuals. Toivonen et al. [2006] presented a model for an undirected growing network useful in studying socio-dynamic phenomena. They
analyzed the structural properties of the network using k-clique method for
quantifying the groups. Zhou et al. [2006] analyzed the semantic information
content in social networks, apart from observable communication to propose
two generative Bayesian models for semantic subgroup discovery in social networks. In Palla et al. [2007], the authors developed a model for analyzing social
group evolution. They observed distinct characteristics governing the evolution
of large and small groups and concluded that knowledge of membership stability and time commitment could be used to estimate the lifetime of these groups.
Chi et al. [2007] proposed a novel technique that captures the structure and
temporal dynamics of blog groups. They represent groups by their structure
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and temporal dynamics: a community graph that indicates how often one blog
communicates with another, and an intensity that indicates the activity level
of the group on a temporal scale. They extract such groups from the blogosphere and provide a model to best explain the observed interactions. In Du
et al. [2007], the authors presented an efficient algorithm ComTector (Community DeTector) for group detection and their characterization in large-scale
social networks based on the nature of overlapping communities in the real
world. Falkowski et al. [2006] analyzed the interaction behavior of members
of subgroups over time. They proposed two approaches to analyze subgroup
evolution. The first method comprised statistical analyses and visualizations
for an interactive analysis of group evolutions that exhibit stable membership
structure. The second method comprised the detection of subgroups in which
membership is extremely volatile over time.
2.1.3 Network Characteristics. Characterization of microlaws of agent
networks has also been of interest to the social network analysis researchers
in the past. In Barabasi et al. [2002], the authors characterize the dynamic
and structural mechanisms that govern the temporal evolution and topology of
scientific collaboration networks. They modeled the topological measures that
characterize the network at a given instant and over a period of time. Their
results indicated that the collaboration network is scale free, and evolution
is governed by the property of preferential attachment, affecting the degree
distributions of people. Further, unlike most other social networks, the mean
degrees of nodes were observed to increase over time, and the node separation
to decrease. They also proposed a simple model that captures the network’s
time evolution.
In Choudhury et al. [2003], Choudhury et al. develop computational models for automatically learning social network structure within a human group
based on wearable sensors. Their primary goal was to detect the influencers in
the group and to be able to quantify that influence to better facilitate information diffusion. Borgs et al. [2004] studied the network formed by cross-posts,
messages that are posted to two or more newsgroups simultaneously. They also
analyzed the network to show that it followed the small-world phenomenon
with significant clustering or tendency of individuals to form cliques. They further use a spectral clustering algorithm to determine newsgroups based on the
cross-post data.
Kumar et al. [2006] characterize large-scale online social networks based on
their evolution of structure. They present a model to segment these networks
into three regions: singletons, individuals who do not participate in the network; isolated communities, which overwhelmingly display star relationships;
and a giant component with a well-connected core region. They further presented a simple model of network growth which emphasizes these aspects of
component structure.
Chen et al. [2007] present a learning approach that discover agent dynamics
driving evolution of social groups in a community. They associate microlaws to
personal attributes, such as people could be “social” or “outgoing” and groups
could be “central,” inviting several members.
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2.2 Analysis of Communication Properties
There has also been prior work on modeling communication properties [Kumar
et al. 2003; Li et al. 2007] in social networks and their correlation with external events [Antweiler and Frank 2004; Gruhl et al. 2005]. Antweiler and Frank
[2004] determine correlations between communication activity in Internet message boards and stock volatility and trading volume. In Bird et al. [2006], the
authors analyze emails of software developers, to understand the relationship
between the email activities and the software roles. The authors in Agrawal
et al. [2003] focus on exploiting the link information in computations over hypertext corpora and conjecture that links arising out of social interactions are
more valuable than text-based analysis. They tested their computational model
in a setting where they completely ignored the text and relied only on links.
In another work related to analysis of communication properties in social
networks, Mei et al. [2007] present a Topic-Sentiment Mixture (TSM) model
that can reveal the latent topical facets in a Weblog collection, the subtopics
with respect to a certain given query, and the associated sentiments reference to
the query. It is also able to provide general sentiment models that are applicable
to any arbitrary topic.
In our prior work in Choudhury et al. [2008b], we developed a computational
framework to characterize social network dynamics in the blogosphere at individual, group, and community levels. Experiments on blog datasets showed
that communities transit between states of high and low entropy, depending
on sentiments (positive/negative) about external happenings.
2.3 Utility/Evaluation of Social Networks Dynamics
There has been considerable work on analyzing social network characteristics
in blogs [Gómez et al. 2008; Kumar et al. 2006] as well as utilizing such communication for prediction of its consequences like user behavior, sales, stock
market activity, etc. [Adar et al. 2007; Choudhury et al. 2008c; Gruhl et al.
2005; Liu et al. 2007]. In Gruhl et al. [2005] the authors attempt to determine
if blog data exhibits any recognizable pattern prior to spikes in the ranking of
the sales of books on Amazon.com. Adar et al. [2007] present a framework for
modeling and predicting user behavior on the Web. They created a model for
several sets of user behavior and use it to automatically compare the reaction
of a user population on one medium, for example, search engines, blogs, etc. to
the reactions on another. In Choudhury et al. [2008c], we have analyzed the
communication dynamics (conversations) in a technology blog and used it to
predict stock market movement.
2.4 Limitations of Prior Work
There are several limitations of prior work.
(1) First, prior work on group characterization has focused on individual role
identification and mining structural network properties. However, our prototypical group extraction emphasizes the observable communication properties among individuals.
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(2) Second, we do not have a unified understanding that characterizes interactions in a community (groups/network) at a macro scale based on
microscopic interactions (individuals). Characterization has been focused
either on modeling communication or the structural properties of individuals within the social networks, lacking a holistic idea about how people
communicate. People tend to have variable communication properties, but
prior work lacks techniques to determine long-running moods of sentiments
of representative prototypical communication groups of people on a particular topic. Moreover, different people tend to have varying interpretations
and opinions of the same topic; hence there is need for a unified framework
which can capture such variability and still describe the nature of the community they belong to. In order to understand the nature of these collective
interactions, we therefore propose a means to extract prototypical groups
in a community.
(3) Third, there has been little work on determining utility of the extracted
groups. There is a dearth of convincing validation techniques in social network characterization. Traditionally, research in this area has relied on use
of graph-based metrics to validate the extracted knowledge; for example,
in community extraction, conductance and coverage measures are used for
estimating the quality of communities. We believe that such techniques of
validation do not relate with the usefulness of the “mined” knowledge and
the extracted properties of the individuals, groups, or communities. Prior
work, moreover, has not focused on how emergent group dynamics, representative of a set of mutually communicating individuals, can be correlated
with related external phenomena.
In this work, we therefore model the communication among individuals in
the blogosphere and present a framework which enables us to extract and
characterize representative groups of individuals temporally and on the basis
of its communication dynamics. We also develop a novel validation framework
which shows that the representative groups can be meaningfully correlated
with external sources of data, thereby emphasizing the utility of the knowledge
mined by our model.
3. PROBLEM DEFINITION
We present our problem definition in this section. First, we discuss some preliminaries to understand the terminology used throughout the article. Next,
we present a formal definition of the prototypical communication groups. We
then present our data model, and finally the problem statement.
3.1 Preliminaries
This article deals with three basic terms associated with communication in the
blogosphere.
Individuals. An individual is a person who is involved in communication
centered around blog posts. She must either: (a) write comments on blog posts
or (b) write replies to other comments associated with a certain topic. Note
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Fig. 1. Conceptual representation of prototypical groups in a communication set of individuals.
Individuals (smaller bubbles) in a communication set form groups (larger bubbles) and prototypical groups (larger bubbles that are shaded) are subsets of groups whose content and context of
communication is representative of the entire set.

that an individual is associated with different topics at the same time if she is
communicating on blog posts related to each topic.
Communication set. A communication set in this article is a set of individuals
who are involved in communication on a topic over shared artifacts, such as
blog posts.1 Note that alternative definitions of a communication set based on
arbitrary topics/user interests/actions/interactions traditionally discussed in
the literature are also possible, but have not been discussed in this work in
order to reduce noise in our analysis.
Groups. Groups are clusters of individuals in a communication set who share
similar communication characteristics, for example, similar response behavior
among themselves.
3.2 Notion of a Prototypical Group
Based on these basic terms, we now present a formal understanding of prototypical groups in communication sets in the blogosphere.
A conceptual representation of prototypical groups in a communication set
is shown in Figure 1. We define a prototypical group in a communication set
to be a subset of individuals whose characteristics are representative of the
context and content of the entire communication set. We discuss this in detail
as follows.
First, a prototypical group should be able to capture the overall context of
the communication properties of the individuals. For the purpose, we conjecture
that at a certain point in time, a group would be prototypical if it comprises
individuals who had diverse communication characteristics in the past, and
therefore belonged to several different groups.
Second, a prototypical group should capture the content of communication
in the overall communication set. In other words, the topics discussed in the
1 In this work, the names of different technology companies/political candidates have been used to
construct the communication sets.
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Fig. 2. Data model showing relationship between individuals, comments, blog posts, and tags.
Each blog post is written by an editor who associates it with relevant tag(s). Individuals can write
comments on such blog posts as well as reply to existing comments by others.

prototypical group should be aligned with the topics discussed in the entire
communication set at a certain point of time.
Note that we acknowledge that the understanding of a prototypical group
in the blogosphere can be subjective and therefore alternative definitions of
such groups are possible. In this article, we have considered the preceding two
characteristics to identify prototypical groups. However, our framework can be
easily generalized to incorporate additional characteristics as well.
3.3 Data Model
We now introduce the data model used in this article. We have chosen to investigate the technology blog Engadget [Engadget] and the popular political blog
Huffington Post [Huffington Post]. These sites primarily discuss topics related
to consumer electronics and politics, respectively. They are highly influential
and are forums of active discussions. Only editors can post news stories, and
only authorized readers can comment and reply, thus creating a high-quality
information source. Each editor can also tag the post with relevant terms. We
have focused on Engadget and Huffington Post; however, our data model would
generalize to any social network with evidence of direct communication.
The data model (Figure 2) consists of a set of blog posts, tags on the posts,
comments on posts, and replies on comments. Each blog post has a timestamp
and each comment and reply in turn has a unique individual associated with
it and a timestamp of writing.
We segment the posts to assign them to a set of T time slices. We now
discuss how we construct the communication sets. At each time slice ti (1 ≤
i ≤ T), we filter each post posted within ti using the tag associated with it to
assign it to the corresponding communication set. This creates reliable filters
as the tag was suggested by a human (the blog editor). The tag filter used to
construct communication sets in this work is the name of a company/political
candidate, such as, Apple, Obama, etc. Hence our notion of a communication
set is associated with company names and names of presidential candidates
in the 2008 U.S. elections; however, our framework could easily be used for
characterizing communication on any arbitrary topic.
Each set can now be represented by set of individuals, Ui , the comments
and replies, they have written along with their corresponding posting times,
and comment content. Further, let Gi be the set of groups to be extracted from
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the communication set at time slice ti and Ki the set of prototypical groups in
it at time slice ti . Based on this data model, we now formalize our problem
statement.
3.4 Problem Statement
We formally present our problem statement as follows. Given a communication
set discussing a particular topic, our goal is to, for every time slice ti , extract a
set of groups (Gi ) comprising all the individuals in Ui , extract the prototypical
groups Ki , determine their characteristics, and finally justify the utility of
such prototypical groups. That is, we propose to find answers to the following
questions.
(1) How do we extract the representative groups Ki in a certain communication
set comprising individuals Ui at a certain time slice ti ?
(2) What are the characteristics of these Ki groups?
(3) Are such extracted representative Ki groups useful?
We present the main challenges involved in solving the aforesaid problem.
(1) Since groups are an emergent property of interaction, for (1), we need
to develop features for individuals in Ui based on their communication
dynamics. Thereafter, groups Gi need to be extracted based on the features
of individuals in Ui .
(2) Recall that prototypical groups are reflective of the context and the content
of communication dynamics in the entire communication set at a particular time slice; they should be able to attract individuals in large numbers
who previously belonged to other groups, and their communication should
be representative of the communication in the overall communication set.
Hence to characterize prototypical groups Ki at each time slice ti (the second
challenge (2)), first we need to determine entropy to quantify the composition of all the groups in Gi with respect to the previous time slice ti−1 .
Second, we need to estimate the divergence of the topic distributions of
groups Gi with the overall communication set Ui . We then need to identify
prototypical groups Ki by optimizing over the two characteristics.
(3) Finally, for (3) we need to establish the utility of these prototypical
groups Ki . For this purpose, apart from traditional graph-based goodness
metrics of groups, we propose a novel prediction framework which uses
the prototypical groups Ki at each time slice ti to predict stock market
movement of companies as well as political polls at the next time slice
ti +1 .
A summarized schematic view of the three major challenges has been shown
in Figure 3. In the following three sections, we discuss: (a) extraction of groups
in a communication set, (b) characterizing the prototypical groups, and finally
(c) justifying the utility of prototypical groups.
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Fig. 3. Schematic representation of the key challenges involved in this article. They consist of:
(a) extraction of groups in a communication set, (b) characterizing the prototypical groups, and
finally (c) justifying the utility of the prototypical groups.

Fig. 4. Schematic representation of extraction of groups in a communication set.

4. GROUP EXTRACTION
In this section, we present our framework of extracting groups in a communication set of individuals. First we present a set of communication, based features
for individuals, and then use an unsupervised method of group extraction, similar to our work in Choudhury et al. [2008b]. A schematic representation of
group extraction is shown in Figure 4.
4.1 Communication Features of Individuals
Groups are clusters of individuals in a communication set who share similar communication characteristics. To extract groups, we develop several
communication-based features of individuals. Such features can be attributed
to either their communication activity in the past, like response behavior, participation in communication, and impact of their communication on other individuals, or can be driven by their intrinsic habits of communication, like
instigating or following others in discussions. Note that the communication
characteristics for a given individual discussed in this article are essentially
based on their microscopic interactional behavior, in terms of time and network topology. We do not consider characterizing the individuals in the context
of global information sharing or information flow, because our central idea is
that the microscopic properties give rise to the macroscopic or global observations regarding the dynamics of information, for example, the emergent groups
in the communication set at any given point in time. In that sense, our claim
is that the microscopic behavioral communication properties sufficiently characterize each individual in a network.
In the following two subsections, we would discuss communication activitybased features, followed by intrinsic roles in communication.
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4.1.1 Communication Activity Features.. We describe each individual in
a social network with respect to her communication activity. We consider
a three-dimensional communication activity characterization: responsivity to
blog posts, participation, and impact of communication.
— Responsivity. We characterize each individual u in Ui at a certain time slice
ti with respect to the time taken to respond to blog posts associated with the
communication set. We define a measure called responsivity of an individual
as follows. Let tu, j,i be the time at which a comment (or the first comment
when an individual posts multiple comments on the same blog post within
the same time slice) was posted by individual u to a blog post j within
time slice ti . Let us further assume that t p, j and tl, j are, respectively, the
publishing time of the post and the last comment on the post. Further, let
κ u, j be the rank of u’s comment, which means that u’s comment is the κ th
comment on a blog post, ordered by time of posting. Then the normalized
responsivity ru, j,i on post j at ti is defined as an additive function which is
minimized when individual u has responded early and her comment has low
rank,




(tu, j,i − tp, j )
κu, j
,
+ ω2 1 −
ru, j,i = ω1 1 −
(tl, j − tp, j )
cj

(1)

where ω1 and ω2 are two chosen weights (0≤ ω1 ≤1, 0≤ ω2 ≤1) and c j is
the total number of comments on post j. We now discuss some intuitive
implications of the responsivity measure. Note that when there are several
comments on the post and u posts the first comment, then the normalized
time different is very low, and hence responsivity depends mainly on the
rank factor, that is, ω2 , revealing the effect of the collective activity of other
individuals on the post. Second, when there is only one comment (and that
is from u) or when u makes the last comment and the number of comments
c j is huge, the responsivity converges to ω1 . This implies that since there
is no more activity from other individuals on the blog post, the responsivity
of u is determined primarily by the normalized time difference of posting
comments.
The mean responsivity Ru,i of individual u at time slice ti is therefore given
as
Ru,i =

1 
ru, j,i ,
nu,i j

(2)

where nu,i is the total number of comments made by individual u on posts
written in time slice ti .
— Participation. We determine a measure of participation of an individual u
related to a blog post j at a particular time slice ti . Intuitively it implies how
frequently u comments on the blog posts at ti . The measure Pu,i is therefore
given by the ratio of the number of comments nu,i by u on these posts, to the
total number of posts mu,i that u is involved in at that time slice.
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of leaders and followers. In (a), the individual u communicates
following the four other individuals, hence is a follower. In (b), the individual u’s communication
leads that of the four others, hence is a leader.

Pu,i =

nu,i
mu,i

(3)

— Impact. An individual’s comment on a blog post associated with a community
could impact the communication of others in two ways: (a) the individual’s
comment is followed by a large number of replies to this comment and/or
(b) the mean response time of all comments after her comment is greatly
reduced compared to that before her comment. We define the impact of communication for an individual u over a blog post j at time slice ti as

νu, j,i = ω3

qu, j,i
n j,i




+ ω4


bu, j,i
,
au, j,i

(4)

where ω3 and ω4 are two chosen weights, qu, j,i is the number of replies to
u’s comments, n j,i is the number of comments on blog post j at ti , bu, j,i is the
mean response time of comments before u’s comment and au, j,i is the mean
response time after i’s comment at ti . The measure of impact of communication Iu,i for u at time slice ti is therefore given as the average over all posts
j where u commented at ti . Note that we acknowledge that the decrease
in average response time can also be related to the publicity of the blog
post or could be a result of collective behavior of individuals with respect to
external events or even an aggregated affect from past behavior of individuals. However, our feature is motivated by the observation that comments
from certain individuals often generate considerable conversational dialog
that gives rise to several replies within a short span of time [Choudhury
et al. 2009a]. We describe this phenomenon as the impact measure of the
individual.
4.1.2 Intrinsic Roles in Communication. The communication patterns of
individuals are affected by their habitual properties as well, apart from their
communication activity. We consider two categories of individuals with respect
to their inherent communication characteristics: leaders, individuals who precede others in communication, and followers, individuals who tend to trail
others in their communication response.
In Figure 5, we show a graphical representation of leaders and followers. In Figure 5(a), the individual u communicates following the four other
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individuals, denoted by inward edges, while in Figure 5(b), the individual u’s
communication leads that of the four others, as shown by the outward edges.
Hence we determine two scores per individual u in Ui – an “authority” measure Fu,i saying the measure of “followership” for the individual u at time slice
ti , and a “hub” measure Lu,i describing the measure of “leadership” for her
at ti . We use the HITS algorithm [Kleinberg 1999] for the purpose. We construct a social graph of all individuals where an edge from u to v represents
the aggregated number of times, that is, blog post comments, where u preceded v in response; while an edge from v to u represents the total number
of instances across all posts, where v preceded u. We maintain the invariant
that the weights of each type are normalized so their squares sum (over all
the people) to 1. Since this is a reinforcement relationship, we iterate over x
times to modify the leader and follower measures. Convergence is obtained for
x = 5.
4.2 Clustering Individuals
Now we present how we can extract groups based on the communication properties of individuals. Recall (refer to Section 3.1) that each group consists of a
set of individuals having similar individual characteristics.
We first define a similarity measure in order to cluster individuals into
groups. The similarity between a pair of individuals is defined using a diffusion kernel [Kondor and Lafferty 2002]. We thereafter deploy an unsupervised
clustering-based group extraction algorithm [Lin et al. 2007] known as “mutual
awareness expansion” (MAE) to extract groups over each of the total T time
slices.
Our primary intuition behind using a feature similarity-based group extraction mechanism is explained as follows. Extensive sociological literature
in the past has indicated that “similarity breeds connection,” that is, the idea
of homophily that establishes that individuals tend to associate more with
those who are “similar” to themselves than with those who are dissimilar
[McPherson et al. 2001]. Homophily limits people’s social worlds in a way
that has powerful implications for the information they receive, the attitudes
they form, and the interactions they experience. It thus characterizes network systems, and homogeneity characterizes personal networks. Based on
this idea, we conjecture that in a given communication set, representative
groups are likely to comprise individuals who have similar interactional behavior, primarily characterized by the communication properties we developed in
Section 4.1.
We represent each individual u in Ui at time slice ti as feature vector fu,i =
{Ru,i , Pu,i , Iu,i , Fu,i , Lu,i } where the features are the individual characteristics
discussed in Section 3.1. We define an adjacency matrix i where each element
(u,v) gives the distance between a pair of individuals u and v based on L2 norm
of their corresponding feature vectors at ti :
i (u, v) = f u,i − fv,i 2

(5)
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Now we define the following generator for diffusion kernel with i as
the adjacency matrix. We have
⎧
⎨ degu,i
Hi (u, v) = −i (u, v)
⎩
0

for u = v
for u = v,
otherwise

(6)

where degu,i is the degree of individual u in i . The diffusion kernel similarity
matrix Si [Kondor and Lafferty 2002] is therefore given as
Si = exp (−βLi ) ,

(7)

where Li is Laplacian of Hi and β is the diffusion parameter.
Now we use Si at each time slice ti to extract Gi groups with the help of
the MAE algorithm in Lin et al. [2007]. The number of clusters or the number
of groups for each communication set of individuals was determined based
on the most dominant eigen-vectors of the similarity matrix Si . The MAE
algorithm is based on the idea that groups emerge due to observable actions
(direct communication, in this article) among the member individuals. MAE
uses a measure called “symmetric social distance” which is estimated using
a random walk process, to capture mutual awareness expanding among the
individuals involved in communication. It then extracts groups by maximizing
the distance between two sets of individuals.
The algorithm uses an interaction space-based representation to quantify
group dynamics, where each dimension represents a pairwise interaction between two individuals, and each group is a vector in the interaction space. In
this work, the different dimensions of the interaction are the different individual characteristics. Two groups are thereafter considered “close” if they are
close in the interaction space. MAE further computes the interaction correlation of two groups by using a histogram intersection of their vectors (number
of overlapping individuals). Then, given a group at a certain time slice, group
evolution is determined by maximizing the interaction correlation over communities in the previous time slice. We describe the details of MAE in Table I.
Note that we compute the ith largest eigenvectors of P since they are equivalent to the ith smallest eigenvectors of L, given that L = D–Si and P = D−1 Si .
The algorithm initially takes the entire set V (line 1) and finds a set S in V,
where the members in S are most far apart from V\S in terms of similarity (line
6). It then splits S from V (line 7) and puts two sets S and V\S in Gi . From Gi ,
it iteratively selects the largest set and repeats the same steps until Z groups
are found. The step at line 6 can be computed efficiently given the elements
of eigenvector sorted in a decreasing order. We split the set V  by cutting two
consecutive elements in the eigenvector that have the largest difference.
This form of group extraction is useful in our case as it incorporates metrics
to evaluate the temporal evolution of groups. From this set of extracted groups
Gi , we now present our model of identifying the prototypical groups Ki ⊆ Gi in
a given communication set of individuals.
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Table I. Group Extraction Method [Lin et al. 2007]
Group Extraction Algorithm based on MAE
Input: ς Q (i) = (V,E), the mutual awareness matrix (also can be called the similarity matrix) Si
associated with ς Q , and the number of groups Z.
Output: a set of groups Gi .
1
Gi ← {V}
2
while | Gi | < Z,
3
V ← select the largest set from Gi
4
Compute P = D−1 Siv  , where Siv  is the matrix from Si with rows and columns
indexed by elements in V ⊆ V
nd
th
5
{φ 2 , φ 3 , . . ., φ k} ← the
 2 to the k- largest eigenvectors of P
 

6
ω(S, V  ) = |S| = |V2 |  + |V|
2
7
S = arg max ω(S, V  )
τu↔v , where τ u↔v is an element in Si .
S⊂V 

8
9

u∈S
v∈V  \S


(C\V ) ∪ {S, V \S}

C←
end-while

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of characterizing key groups from groups in a communication
set. Key groups are a subset of the groups at a certain time slice.

5. CHARACTERIZING THE PROTOTYPICAL GROUPS
To recall, we define prototypical groups in a community at a particular time
slice needed to capture the context and the content of communication in a communication set of individuals. Hence groups at a certain time interval need to
be characterized by: (a) a measure of the context, subscription of the composing
individuals with respect to their subscription to groups in the previous time
interval, and (b) a measure of divergence of the content, that is, topics in a
group with respect to that of the community. Finally we discuss an optimization framework of how to identify the prototypical communication groups based
on these two characteristics. A schematic representation of group extraction is
shown in Figure 6.
5.1 Composition Entropy
We define a measure called composition entropy that gives a measure of how
the subscription of different individuals in a group at a particular time slice is
associated with their subscription to groups in the previous time slice.
A conceptual illustration of composition entropy in a group for two different
cases has been shown in Figure 7. In the figure, the thickness of an edge
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Fig. 7. Illustration of composition entropy of a group g at ti with respect to other groups in the
previous time slice ti −1 . The thickness of an edge connecting group g at ti to the groups in the
previous time slice ti −1 represents the number of individuals who moved to g from a particular
group in the past. In (a) group g at time ti comprises individuals who belonged to several different
groups at ti −1 . In (b), individuals in group g come from only two groups in the past. Hence the
composition entropy in (a) is higher than that in (b).

connecting group g at ti to the groups in the previous time slice ti −1 represents
the number of individuals who moved to g from a particular group in the past.
In (a) group g at time ti comprises individuals who belonged to several different
groups at ti −1 . In (b), individuals in group g come from only two groups in the
past. Hence the composition entropy in (a) is higher than that in (b). That is,
when the composition entropy of individuals in a particular group at time slice
ti is very high with respect to all groups at ti −1 , the group can be considered a
prototypical group because several individuals having diverse characteristics in
the past and belonging to several different groups have moved to this particular
group in the current time slice. The composition entropy of a group g in Gi is
given by
e(g) =

1 
(− p (g|h) log p (g|h)),
|Gi | h∈G

(8)

i−1

where p(g|h) gives the fraction of the number of individuals who are in g at ti
given they had been in group h at time slice ti −1 .
5.2 Topic Divergence
In order to characterize prototypical groups, next we need to characterize the
topic distributions of groups and the topic distribution of the overall communication set at each time slice. If the topic distribution of a group closely follows
the topic distribution of the overall communication set, it means that the group
is prototypical to the communication set with respect to the content of communication. Hence we describe topic modeling for groups in the next subsection,
followed by our method of estimating the parameters of the topic models. Thereafter we would discuss how we determine the topic divergence given a certain
group.
5.2.1 Mixture Model of Topics. The communication activities of individuals in a group are highly dynamic over time. In order to identify the prototypical
groups, we need to identify the topics discussed by individuals in a group at
each time slice.
We represent the textual data (comments and replies of individuals) associated with a group g at each time slice ti as a bag-of-words λg (stemmed and
stop-word eliminated). Our goal is to associate this bag-of-words λg with a topic
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distribution at the corresponding time slice ti . Hence let us assume that the
words in λg are generated from N multinomial topic models θ 1 , θ 2 , . . ., θ N whose
distributions are hidden to us. Our goal is to determine the log-likelihood of
the topic distributions that can represent our data best. Thereafter we can
maximize the log-likelihood to compute the parameters of the N topic models.
However, we note that the group g is associated with each time slice ti
and therefore it is necessary to regularize our topic mixture model with the
time slice indicator. This is based on our conjecture that a word in λg can be
attributed either to the textual context in the group g, or the context of the time
slice ti ; for example, certain words can be highly popular on certain time slices.
Thus we represent λg at time slice ti using the following probabilistic mixture
model of multinomials [Mei et al. 2006].

p(w : λg , ti ) =

N


p(w, θ j |λg , ti ),

(9)

j=1

where w is a word in λg and θ j is the jth topic. The joint probability on the
right-hand side can be decomposed as
p(w, θ j |λg , ti ) = p(w|θ j ). p(θ j |λg , ti )
= p(w|θ j ).((1 − γi ). p(θ j |λg ) + γi . p(θ j |ti )),

(10)

where γ i is a parameter that regulates the probability of a topic θ j given λg and
the probability of a topic θ j given the time slice ti . For the entire collection of
comments corresponding to Gi groups at ti , the log-likelihood is therefore given
by

L(Gi ) = log p(Gi ) =

 
λg ∈Gi w∈λg

n(w, λg ). log

N


p(w, θ j |λg , ti ),

(11)

j=1

where n(w, λg ) is the count of the word w in λg and p(w, θ j | λg ,ti ) is given by
Eq. (10).
5.2.2 Parameter Estimation. Now we discuss how we estimate the N parameters in the topic models. We use the standard Expectation-Maximization
(EM) algorithm [Duda et al. 2001] to estimate all these parameters by maximizing the data likelihood. For the E-step, we define two hidden variables
similar to Mei et al. [2006].
z(w, λg , j) =
y(w, λg , j) =

p(m) (w|θ j )((1 − γi ) p(m) (θ j |λg ) + γi p(m) (θ j |ti ))
N
j  =1

p(m) (w|θ j  )((1 − γi ) p(m) (θ j  |λg ) + γi p(m) (θ j  |ti ))

γi p(m) (θ j |ti )
(1 − γi ) p(m) (θ j |λg ) + γi p(m) (θ j |ti )
(12)
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The M-step has a closed-form solution.
w

p(m+1) (θ j |λg ) =

n(w, λg )z(w, λg , j)(1 − y(w, λg , j))

N
j  =1

w

λg ∈ti

λg ∈ti
N
j  =1

p(m+1) (θ j |ti ) =
λg

p(m+1) (w|θ j ) =

w

n(w, λg )z(w, λg , j  )(1 − y(w, λg , j  ))
w

n(w, λg )z(w, λg , j)y(w, λg , j)

w

n(w, λg )z(w, λg , j  )(1 − y(w, λg , j  ))

n(w, λg )z(w, λg , j)
λg

n(w  , λg )z(w  , λg , j)

(13)

The EM algorithm terminates when it reaches a local maximum of the loglikelihood in Eq. (11). With the learned parameters of the topic models, we can
now compute the probability.
p(θ j |λg , ti ) =



p(θ j |w)((1 − γi ). p(w|λg ) + γi . p(w|ti ))

w

=



( p(w|θ j ). p(θ j )/ p(w)).((1 − γi ). p(w|λg ) + γi . p(w|ti ))

(14)

w

All the parameters on the righthand-side are known from the previous parameter estimation. λg being the representation of a group g, the preceding
equation would give us the topic distribution g,i of group g at every time slice
ti , 1≤i≤T. Note that the topic distribution i of the overall communication set
at time slice ti can be similarly determined from the comments and replies of
all its individuals at each time slice using the same method.
5.2.3 Estimating Topic Divergence. The divergence of topic distribution
of group g from that of the overall communication set is given by the KLdivergence of g,i from i .
d(g) = D(

i ||

g,i ).

(15)

5.3 Identifying Prototypical Groups
Now we discuss how we can identify the prototypical communication groups
based on their composition entropy and the topic distributions discussed in
the previous two sections. To recall, the prototypical groups are those whose
composition entropy is high and the divergence from the topic distribution of
the overall communication set is low. Composition entropy of group g ∈ Gi at
time slice ti is given by Eq. (8), while the topic divergence of group g with
respect to the overall communication set is given by Eq. (15).
To extract prototypical groups in a communication set of individuals, for
each g at each time slice ti , we define the following objective function:
φ (x; g) = x1 .e (g) + x2 . exp (−d (g)) ,
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where x = {x1 ,x2 } is the vector of weights which determine the impact of
each of the two characteristics, composition entropy and topic divergence, in
determining the prototypical groups. Maximizing the linear optimization func∗
tion φ(x;g) (or minimizing −φ(x;g)) for optimal x gives an optimal empiri∗
∗
cal measure φ (x ;g) which determines whether the group g is a prototypi∗
∗
cal group at a certain time slice ti . In this work, we consider if φ (x ;g) ≥
δ, then the group g is a prototypical group, that is, g ∈ Ki . We set δ empirically to be 0.8 in our work, after careful use of a gradient-descent-based
heuristic search on optimal utility in terms of predicting external temporal variables like stock market movement and political polls (discussed in
Section 6) for a set of values defined in the range [0,1] in increments of
0.05. Hence our chosen threshold of δ = 0.8 is robust to our experimental
observations.
Let us now briefly summarize the main idea of our proposed framework.
Our framework has two parts: extracting groups in a communication set, and
thereafter characterizing prototypical communication groups in it. We develop
features representing communication dynamics of the individuals in a communication set. Such characteristics are then used to extract groups where
each group comprises a set of individuals having similar communication characteristics. The extraction algorithm is based on unsupervised clustering and
it emphasizes the temporal relationships among groups. Next, we identify a
subset of all the groups as prototypical groups which capture and characterize the overall community through high composition entropy and low topic
divergence. We finally present an optimization framework to identify such prototypical groups.
Now we discuss how we can establish the utility of these prototypical groups
that characterize a communication set.

6. UTILITY OF THE PROTOTYPICAL GROUPS
In this section we discuss the utility of the extracted prototypical groups. First
we define two utility variables: stock market movements of companies and
political polls corresponding to political candidates. Thereafter we discuss a
utility framework which can predict these variables based on the extracted
prototypical groups.
Traditional validation techniques of social network characterization have
primarily been based on network topology metrics like entropy and graphbased properties like conductance, coverage, etc. typically used to validate
group extraction. However, the major drawback of such approaches is that
these network-based measures do not consider the meaningfulness of the characterized groups. Hence we are motivated to use a validation framework which
can verify the usefulness of the extracted knowledge (or the characteristics of
the communities). In this work, we use the mined data (the prototypical communication groups) to predict a semantically related, but independent timeseries data (stock market movement, political polls), motivated from our work
in Choudhury et al. [2008b].
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6.1 Utility Variables
There are two utility variables of interest used in this article: stock market
movements of companies and political polls corresponding to political candidates. These variables are relevant to our framework because there is extensive
communication in different blogs relating to technology and politics. Moreover,
our definition of a communication set corresponds to a tag which could be the
name of a company or a political candidate, hence it is meaningful to use stock
market data or political polls to justify the utility of the extracted prototypical
groups.
6.1.1 Stock Market Movement. We define the stock movement of the company at a particular week to be the difference in stock prices between the closing
values of the current Friday and the previous Friday, normalized by the closing
prices on the previous Friday. We further subtract the overall NASDAQ index
from this return so as to capture the effect of the entire market movement.
Note, we consider Fridays as they reflect stock market activity over the
entire week. In this work, the stock market returns of four different technology
companies (as per the NASDAQ index) were collected from Google Finance
[Google Finance].
6.1.2 Political Polls. We define political polls for a certain candidate to be
the electoral count of that candidate in 2008 U.S. Presidential elections, based
on a national average. In particular, the polls used in this article represent the
share of support with respect to the two Presidential nominees of 2008 U.S.
elections. They were collected from the political news site Real Clear Politics
(RCP) [Real Clear Politics Polls]. RCP reports the poll averages across several
media sources like CNN, Newsweek, Pew Research, AP, Reuters/Zogby on a
per-day basis.
6.2 Utility Framework
In order to justify that the extracted prototypical groups are useful, we determine if these groups in a communication set can predict the stock movement of
the corresponding company or polls related to a political candidate. The utility
framework is presented as follows.
— We train a Support Vector Regressor at each time slice ti , over the initial k
time slices and for each individual u in a prototypical group g ∈ Ki .
— We use u’s communication features fu,i = {Ru,i , Pu,i , Iu,i , Fu,i , Lu,i } discussed
in Section 4 and the actual stock market movements of the corresponding
company or political poll (Vi ) to train the regressor.
— Thereafter we use the learned regression coefficients to predict the stock
movement/poll for each individual in a prototypical group at each of the
remaining time slices tk+1 to tT .
— The predicted stock movement/poll measure for all individuals in a prototypical group g at ti (V̂g,i ) is therefore the mean of the predicted values across
all individuals belonging to that group.
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— For all Ki prototypical groups in the community at time slice q, the final predicted stock movement/poll measure is given by the maximum value across
all prototypical groups. Our intuition behind taking the maximum predicted
measure is that we consider the best possible performance by any prototypical group in a given communication set at a given time.
In the following section, we would discuss how we can use the utility framework
to evaluate our method of extraction and characterization of the prototypical
groups against other baseline techniques.
7. EVALUATION METHOD
In this section we discuss the method of evaluating our framework. First we
would discuss several evaluation metrics. Next we would discuss our main
idea of the evaluation method, followed by the baseline techniques used in the
article.
7.1 Evaluation Metrics
In this work, we have used four different metrics to evaluate our framework.
The first two metrics, conductance and coverage, are traditional quality metrics
of subgraphs, while the remaining two, predictivity and resilience, justify the
quality of the extracted prototypical groups.
Conductance. Conductance [Bollobás 1998] is a measure of how “well-knit”
a graph is. A group g with small conductance is of high quality because the
similarities of its member individuals with those in other groups are small
relative to the similarities of either the group members or members in other
groups. At ti , conductance of a communication over all its prototypical groups
Ki is defined as
ρi =

1 
|Ki | g∈K min
i

u∈g,v ∈g
/
u∈g,v∈Ki

Si (u, v)

Si (u, v),

u/
∈g,v∈Ki

Si (u, v)

,

(17)

where Si (u,v) is the similarity between individuals u and v (refer to Section 4.2).
Coverage. Coverage measures the fraction of similarity edges that are intragroup with respect to all edges in the social network of the communication
set. A group with high coverage would have high cohesiveness in terms of
communication characteristics. At ti , coverage of a communication over all its
prototypical groups Ki is defined as
χi =

1 
|Ki | g∈K

i

u∈g,v∈g
u,v

Si (u, v)

Si (u, v)

.

(18)

Predictivity. Intuition suggests that the groups that are prototypical of communication in an online community would be reflective of the emergent sentiments of the communicating individuals. Often, social publishing platforms
such as moderated technology and political blogs (e.g., Engadget and Huffington Post) exhibit evidence of evolving sentiments or opinions of individuals
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over time and across a variety of topics, that can either be technology companies or political candidates. We utilize this idea in this article to propose that
the extracted prototypical groups in a communication set are meaningful when
they can predict the stock market movement/polls reasonably well. Hence we
define a metric called predictivity, which gives a measure of how well a communication set, using its prototypical groups, can explain the actual stock market
movement/polls at a certain point of time.
The predictivity α i (of stock market movement/polls) of a communication set
at a particular time slice ti is given by an exponential function of the normalized
absolute difference between the maximum predicted value determined by one
of its prototypical groups g (V̂g,i ) and the actual value at the same point of
time (Vi ); the lesser the difference, the higher the predictivity. Predictivity of a
communication set at ti is given as

 

|V̂g,i − Vi |

αi = arg max exp −
.
Vi
g

(19)

Resilience. Our main hypothesis in defining this metric is that the prototypical groups in a communication set closely embody the overall communication
patterns in the network, in terms of both the network’s temporal and structural
properties. Hence removal or elimination of the individuals who are a part of
the prototypical groups would significantly impact the characterized communication patterns, and thereby the predictivity of an external variable in the
context of the particular communication set.
Hence the prototypical groups in a communication set are meaningful when
their removal greatly affects the ability of the communication set to predict
stock market movement/polls. That is, if the decrease in predictivity of a communication set due to removal of the prototypical groups is very high, then
it would imply that the communication set is not resilient to removal of the
prototypical groups.
In this work, resilience is defined to be the ability of a community to predict
stock market movement/political polls at a particular time slice satisfactorily
when the prototypical groups are not considered. It is given as
βi =

γi
,
αi

(20)

where γ i is the predictivity of the communication set using the groups other
than the prototypical ones.
7.2 Evaluation Using Baseline Techniques
We use a comprehensive set of baseline techniques to evaluate different aspects
of our framework. We need to evaluate two aspects of our model: (a) the method
of extracting groups in a communication set, and (b) the method of identifying
the prototypical groups at each time slice. Hence we devise two different baseline techniques for alternate group extraction and three different methods to
alternatively identify the prototypical groups.
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7.2.1 Baseline Techniques for Group Extraction. The two different baseline techniques for group extraction used in this article are: (a) group extraction
based on communication cooccurrence of individuals in a communication set,
and (b) group extraction based on a standard unsupervised clustering algorithm, kernel k-means.
In (a) we extract groups by clustering individuals in a communication set
according to their communication cooccurrence with each other. Our main motivation is that we want to illustrate the usefulness of characterizing individuals
based on a several different communication properties. Hence for this baseline technique, we characterize individuals only based on their communication
cooccurrence with others. We first construct several graphs at each time slice
ti where the individuals are the nodes and a directed edge from node u to node
v indicates that u preceded v in writing comments on blog posts at ti relating
to the topic of the communication set. Next we use such graphs to compute
similarities (L2 norm) between pairs of individuals at each time slice ti , which
we call cooccurrence in communication; two individuals would have high similarity if they cooccur with each other in their communication several times. The
similarity matrix is finally used to extract groups using the spectral clustering
algorithm [Ng et al. 2002].
In (b) we extract communication characteristics of individuals based on our
method discussed in Section 4 and compute pairwise similarities between individuals using the diffusion kernel. Our motivation is to evaluate the usefulness of our group extraction algorithm. Hence the group extraction algorithm
used in this baseline technique is a standard clustering algorithm, kernel kmeans, which does not emphasize the communication existing between pairs
of individuals. The kernel chosen for the algorithm is the RBF kernel and k
is taken to equal to the number of dominant eigen values of the similarity
matrix.
7.2.2 Baseline Techniques for Identifying Prototypical Groups. We use
three different baseline techniques to identify the prototypical groups in a
communication set: (a) conductance based, (b) coverage based, and (c) communication activity based.
In (a) we compute the measure of conductance for all the extracted groups
in a communication set at a certain time slice. Based on an empirically set
threshold, we pick a set of groups as the prototypical groups which have the
minimum conductance.
Similarly in (b) we pick a set of groups as the prototypical groups which have
the maximum coverage.
In (c) we pick those groups as the prototypical groups which have the maximum degree of communication activity, in the form of the number of comments
and replies. That is, if a group g at ti has several comments and replies compared to others, it can be assumed to be a prototypical group.
Thereafter, using all the baseline techniques (Sections 7.2.1 and 7.2.2) together with our method, we construct several evaluation cases = scenarios
(12 in all) to evaluate our framework. In each of these scenarios, we compute four values corresponding to the four evaluation metrics: conductance,
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Fig. 8. The evaluation method used in this article to test various aspects of our framework. There
are two major ideas to be evaluated: the group extraction method (several baselines are shown in
the left column) and the method used for identifying the prototypical groups (several baselines are
shown in the right column). Corresponding to all possible cases (shown through the edges – in all
12 cases), four different measures are computed at each time slice ti : conductance (ρ i ), coverage
(χ i ), predictivity (α i ), and resilience (β i ). Our approach has been shown in the red colored edge.

coverage, predictivity, and resilience. A schematic representation of the evaluation method is shown in Figure 8.
We discuss the experimental results in the following section. There are two
datasets which have been used in this article: a technology blog called Engadget, and a political blog called Huffington Post.
8. EXPERIMENTS ON ENGADGET DATASET
In this section, we discuss the experimental results based on the technology
blog Engadget. First we present the statistics of the Engadget dataset used
for analysis. Next, we present an analysis of the characteristics of extracted
prototypical groups relating to the four topics, that is, names of technology
companies: Apple, Microsoft, Google, and Nokia. Third we analyze the utility
of the prototypical groups by their ability to predict stock market movements of
the corresponding companies. Finally we evaluate our framework by comparing
it against several baseline techniques based on the four metrics: conductance,
coverage, predictivity, and resilience (refer to Section 7.1).
8.1 Description of Dataset
We have executed a Web crawler on the gadget-discussing blog called Engadget
to collect data. We have chosen four different topics, Apple, Microsoft, Google,
and Nokia, to capture diverse communication dynamics in the blogs. The duration of the crawl was from April 1, 2008 to August 31, 2008. We collected a set
of 78,740 individuals who wrote 6,580,256 comments and replies with mean
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Table II. Statistics of Different Communication Sets in the Engadget Dataset
Communication Set
Apple
Microsoft
Google
Nokia

Number of Individuals

Number of comments/replies

52,296
46,882
27,525
14,158

2,941,358
1,908,959
1,787,004
82,935

number of comments/replies per individual being 83.57. For analysis we have
considered the top 10% individuals with the maximum number of authored
comments corresponding to each topic.
We briefly discuss the statistics of each of the communication sets: Apple, Microsoft, Google, and Nokia in Table II. We observe that the Apple and Microsoft
communication sets are considerably large in size as well rich in communication compared to Google or Nokia. Moreover there seems to be considerable
overlap among the individuals communicating on different sets; however, the
comments are almost always associated with exactly one of the communication
sets, with little overlap among sets.
Now we present the experimental results in the following sections based on
this dataset.
8.2 Analysis of Characteristics of Prototypical Groups
In this section, we discuss the results of extraction and characterization of
prototypical groups in four Engadget communication sets: Apple, Microsoft,
Google, and Nokia. We extracted groups for each of these communication sets
based on our method in Section 4, and characterized the prototypical groups
based on Section 5. The duration of a time slice used for the experiments
was one week, while the total time period of analysis discussed here ranged
from May 19 to Aug 31, 2008. The prototypical groups are analyzed from two
perspectives: their composition entropy and topic divergence (Section 8.2.1), as
well as their conductance and coverage (Section 8.2.2).
8.2.1 Analysis of Composition Entropy and Topic Divergence. The dynamics of the prototypical groups based on their mean composition entropy and
topic divergence for the four communication sets are shown in Figure 9.
The figures show: (1) the groups (rows) at each week, extracted using our
method discussed in Section 4, and (2) the prototypical groups in each communication set (shown as shaded circles, with intensity representing their
measure of optimality) at each week, and identified using Section 5. The
visualizations are shown for a period of 15 weeks spanning from May 19
to August 31, 2008. The figures also show representative significant events
over time associated with each communication set, along with the number
of such events (shown using the numbers in the circles). These are useful
in analyzing the dynamics of the mean composition entropy and the mean
topic divergence of the prototypical groups which are also shown for the four
cases.
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Fig. 9. Visualization of groups (shown in circles) and the prototypical groups (shaded circles,
intensity representing the measure of optimality) in the communication sets on Apple, Microsoft,
Google, and Nokia. Every row corresponds to the groups at each week, shown vertically downwards.
We observe the dynamics of composition entropy and topic divergence of the prototypical groups
during periods of significant related external events.
(Continued on next page).
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Fig. 9. (Continued.)
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We briefly discuss our method of extracting these representative events. We
focused on the popular news site New York Times [New York Times] which features news stories into several categories like “Most Searched”, “Most Blogged”
and “Most Emailed”. For each week of our analysis, we identified the stories
having the keywords “Apple”, “Microsoft”, “Google” or “Nokia” in their titles
and corresponding to each of the featured categories, “Most Searched”, “Most
Blogged” and “Most Emailed”. We collated all the news stories at each week
per communication set to get a representative set of events. From this set, we
picked one event at random to illustrate our analysis in Figure 9. The total
numbers of representative events have also been shown in the figure.
We gain interesting insights from Figure 9. In the case of the communication
set “Apple”, we observe that the mean composition entropy of the prototypical
groups increases while the topic divergence decreases during time periods involving significant company-related events.
We explain this as follows. In our dataset Engadget, there are large sets
of individuals who consistently discuss Apple-related events and products and
are likely to exhibit widely different communication characteristics, like response behavior or frequency of communication. An artifact of this bias in our
dataset could result in high movement of individuals across groups in the Apple
communication set prior to times of important external events; yielding high
composition entropy. We further explain the low topic divergence by the observation that several of these groups being interested in Apple-related events
would be aligned to each other in their discussion about the current significant
happening(s) over time.
Now we analyze the dynamics of the prototypical groups for the communication set “Microsoft”. This communication set is also characterized by high
composition entropy and low topic divergence during periods of representative
significant events. Our explanation lies firstly in the observation that the set
of individuals on Engadget who are interested in discussing Microsoft-related
events and products is very large and diverse. Hence they are likely to have
widely varying communication characteristics which change dynamically over
time based on the different external events related to Microsoft. This feature of
the dataset yields large movement of individuals across groups during different
time periods and therefore we observe the composition entropy to be high during periods involving significant external events. Secondly, the topic divergence
is low because several of the individuals in this communication set appear to
be interested in discussions about the significant events at a particular point
of time. For the communication set “Google” we observe that both the composition entropy and the topic divergence are low during time periods of significant
events. This is explained by the observation that there are several cohesive
groups on Engadget who are interested in Google-related events. There is little
movement of individuals across the groups in this communication set, and this
explains the low composition entropy. Low topic divergence implies that the
prototypical groups in this communication set involved in discussions are related to the external events that are aligned with the entire communication set.
Finally in the case of the communication set “Nokia”, we can make
similar observations and the results can be explained by the fact that this
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communication set is a small focused community whose movement across
groups is low while their discussions relating to events on Nokia are reflective of the communication in the entire set.
Nevertheless, it is important to note that the variations in the composition
entropy and topic divergence for each of these communication sets are not
necessarily correlated with presence of significant external events; there could
be time periods where there are significant events, however, we do not notice
the characteristic changes in the two values. For example, weeks of July 14 and
August 25 exhibit low composition entropy for the communication set “Apple”
despite the presence of significant events. Similar examples are weeks of July
21 and August 18 for “Microsoft”; June 2, June 9, and June 30 for “Google” and
June 2, June 16, and August 25 for “Nokia”.
We further make interesting observations about the sizes of the different
prototypical groups over the period of 15 weeks from Figure 9. We notice that
the size of a group does not necessarily indicate that it would be a prototypical
group of the communication set. For the sets “Apple” and “Microsoft” we note
that there at several groups of small sizes which emerge as prototypical at
different points in time. On the other hand, in the case of “Google” and “Nokia”
groups of large sizes are the prototypical groups at several time periods. This
justifies that using composition entropy and topic divergence as characteristics
to identify the prototypical groups is meaningful.
We further bolster our method of characterizing the key groups by illustrating some representative communication content of the prototypical groups
with respect to the entire communication set. In Table III, we show representative keywords2 of such groups against that of the entire set over the period of
15 weeks of analysis. We also show the mutual agreement between the contents
of the prototypical groups’ communication and that of the entire communication
sets in each case in Figure 10, based on a Jacard similarity metric (averaged
over the 15 weeks of analysis). We observe that there is considerable overlap
between the two, further justifying that characterizing the prototypical groups
with our method can indeed be concise representation of the entire communication set.
We explain this as follows. In our dataset Engadget, there are large sets
of individuals who consistently discuss Apple-related events and products and
are likely to exhibit widely different communication characteristics, like response behavior or frequency of communication. An artifact of this bias in our
dataset could result in high movement of individuals across groups in the Apple
communication set prior to times of important external events, yielding high
composition entropy. We further explain the low topic divergence by the observation that several of these groups being interested in Apple-related events
would be aligned to each other in their discussion about the current significant
happening(s) over time.
Now we analyze the dynamics of the prototypical groups for the communication set “Microsoft”. This communication set is also characterized by high
2 We construct a bag-of-words data structure corresponding to each communication set and its
corresponding prototypical groups at each week, after stop-word elimination and stemming process
(using the Porter stemmer). We show the top k high-frequency representative keywords in Table II.
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Table III. Comparison of the Content of Communication of the Prototypical Groups with that of
the Entire Communication Set, for the Four Different Sets in Engadget
Communication
Set
Apple

Microsoft

Google

Nokia

Representative keywords of the
prototypical groups
iPhone, 3G, AT&T, cell phones, data
plan, Wi-Fi connectivity, quad-band
GSM, release, Mac sales, fourth
quarter, ipod sales, apple financial,
profit
Social networking, Facebook,
advertising, deal, Yahoo, search,
stake, Live Search, business, Stocks,
bid, Google, competition, web,
shareholder, negotiation, merger,
advertising
Ebooks, Verizon, Google Talk,
GPhone, GoogleOS, Google Apps,
Mobile WiMax, Sprint Nextel,
internet, Blackberry, OS, iPhone,
Google Talk Wifi phone
Nokia Ovi, Vodafone, nseries, Twingo
Nokia, Nokia N95, Nokia N800,
Nokia iPhone, Wisair, Nokia E71,
N-Gage, T-Mobile, patent payments

Representative keywords of the
entire communication set
iPhone, release, ambient light,
photo-sharing Bluetooth, AT&T, 8
GB flash drive, 3G, Wi-Fi, storage,
iPods, Sales growth, Imac sales, ipod
sales, Mac sales, stock price
Facebook, Yahoo, deal, Xbox,
Windows, Vista, Google, stake,
search, ads, Xbox 360 controller,
advertising, Yahoo, online
advertising, software giant, bid,
Zune, release
QuickTime, GoogleVideo,
GoogleMaps, GPS, alliance, Google
Phone, GoogleOS, internet,
hardware, rumor, software,
speculation, Orange, Tom Tom,
Google Apps, Clearwire, LG
Nokia NGage, cellPhone, navigator,
Nokia N95, Vodafone, nseries, 3GSM,
Qualcomm, Nokia E71, N-Gage,
T-Mobile, CDMA

The results are shown aggregated over the 15 weeks period from May 19 to Aug. 31, 2008. We observe that the
content of communication in the prototypical groups is representative of that in the entire communication set.

Fig. 10. Mutual agreement between communication content of prototypical groups and communication sets (using Jacard similarity).

composition entropy and low topic divergence during periods of representative
significant events. Our explanation lies firstly in the observation that the set
of individuals on Engadget who are interested in discussing Microsoft-related
events and products is very large and diverse. Hence they are likely to have
widely varying communication characteristics which change dynamically over
time based on the different external events related to Microsoft. This feature of
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the dataset yields large movement of individuals across groups during different
time periods and therefore we observe the composition entropy to be high during periods involving significant external events. Secondly, the topic divergence
is low because several of the individuals in this communication set appear to
be interested in discussions about the significant events at a particular point
of time.
8.2.2 Analysis of Conductance and Coverage. Now we analyze the prototypical groups in these communication sets compared to the nonprototypical
ones based on two measures: conductance and coverage. A comprehensive set
of results for the four sets over the period of 15 weeks from May 19 to August
31 has been presented in Table IV. Two values are shown, that is, conductance and coverage for two cases: the prototypical groups only, and second the
nonprototypical groups.
We can make three observations from the results. First, the values of conductance for the prototypical groups are significantly lower than those of the
nonprototypical ones, while coverage is higher. This implies that the prototypical groups are meaningful and are better qualitative representatives of the
communication set compared to the other groups.
Our second observation is that during time periods of significant events,
the measure of the conductance of the prototypical groups decreases, while the
coverage increases. This is because during these particular time periods, the
groups are cohesively involved in communication, implying that there are more
intragroup edges compared to intergroup edges in the social network of the communication set. The nonprototypical groups do not capture the communication
dynamics of the set as well as the prototypical ones, hence there are significant
intergroup edges implying considerable intergroup similarity in characteristics
of the individuals.
Third, we observe the variation of the number of prototypical groups over
the four communication sets. The number of such groups for “Apple” and “Microsoft” are observed to be higher than that of “Google” and “Nokia”. We explain
as follows. In our Engadget dataset, the size of the first two communication sets
is much larger than that of the other two, and so is the degree of communication
activity. These sets are also characterized by highly volatile group membership
of individuals, as observed from Figure 9. As a result, the number of groups
reaching our optimality value in terms of high composition entropy and low
topic divergence is high. This explains why they are noticed to have comparatively larger numbers of prototypical groups.
To summarize, from this subsection, we are able to study comprehensively
the characteristics of the prototypical groups as well as to distinguish their
properties from the rest of the groups in the communication sets. We have
observed that the dynamics of such properties are closely related to the presence
of significant happenings in the external world and their dynamics intuitively
explain the behavior of the entire communication set.
In the next section we will analyze the utility of the prototypical groups in
their ability to predict an external variable. In this article, the external variable
used for the communication sets in Engadget is stock market movement of the
corresponding companies.
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8
8
10
6
7
9
6
6
6
7
8
6
6
10
11

May 19
May 26
Jun 2
Jun 9
Jun 16
Jun 23
Jun 30
Jul 7
Jul 14
Jul 21
Jul 28
Aug 4
Aug 11
Aug 18
Aug 25

0.28
0.19
0.43
0.17
0.48
0.29
0.22
0.19
0.55
0.42
0.26
0.18
0.38
0.29
0.23

B
0.76
0.69
0.46
0.71
0.38
0.64
0.74
0.73
0.44
0.45
0.81
0.72
0.46
0.78
0.79

C
0.41
0.29
0.54
0.27
0.58
0.43
0.35
0.30
0.69
0.52
0.38
0.29
0.51
0.42
0.33

D
0.63
0.56
0.32
0.57
0.24
0.52
0.60
0.59
0.33
0.34
0.68
0.57
0.34
0.65
0.67

E
7
6
8
5
5
8
4
7
6
5
7
6
8
4
7

A
0.55
0.33
0.32
0.36
0.43
0.23
0.18
0.65
0.66
0.19
0.22
0.19
0.21
0.26
0.59

B
0.32
0.69
0.71
0.67
0.38
0.63
0.74
0.40
0.35
0.73
0.70
0.75
0.76
0.80
0.30

C
0.68
0.44
0.44
0.49
0.57
0.37
0.30
0.75
0.76
0.30
0.36
0.30
0.35
0.37
0.73

D
0.20
0.58
0.59
0.53
0.25
0.51
0.59
0.27
0.22
0.58
0.58
0.61
0.62
0.68
0.17

E
6
7
5
5
5
3
5
7
3
3
5
5
6
4
4

A
0.16
0.50
0.25
0.21
0.53
0.30
0.19
0.51
0.23
0.58
0.16
0.61
0.17
0.24
0.29

B
0.59
0.44
0.66
0.71
0.39
0.72
0.80
0.35
0.77
0.41
0.81
0.27
0.65
0.67
0.68

C

D
0.26
0.60
0.37
0.34
0.67
0.40
0.31
0.63
0.33
0.69
0.26
0.74
0.28
0.36
0.39

GOOGLE

0.45
0.32
0.52
0.57
0.25
0.59
0.69
0.23
0.62
0.30
0.66
0.14
0.50
0.56
0.55

E
3
7
6
5
5
5
4
4
6
3
7
3
2
5
4

A
0.35
0.49
0.18
0.58
0.19
0.53
0.20
0.50
0.21
0.18
0.52
0.17
0.48
0.60
0.21

B

0.69
0.32
0.71
0.36
0.73
0.44
0.66
0.48
0.78
0.68
0.38
0.69
0.29
0.36
0.66

C

NOKIA

0.45
0.63
0.28
0.71
0.33
0.67
0.30
0.62
0.32
0.32
0.64
0.31
0.58
0.71
0.31

D

0.58
0.17
0.58
0.23
0.62
0.29
0.52
0.36
0.65
0.55
0.27
0.57
0.18
0.25
0.54

E

The results are shown for four communication sets – Apple, Microsoft, Google, and Nokia, in the time period from May 19 to August 31, 2008. Five different values are
shown per week and per communication set. The details of the different columns are as follows: Column A: the number of prototypical groups; Column B: the mean
conductance over all the prototypical groups; Column C: the mean coverage over all the prototypical groups; Column D: the mean conductance over all the nonprototypical
groups, that is, the groups in the communication set not identified as prototypical groups; and finally, Column E: the mean coverage over all the non-prototypical groups.
Note that the conductances for the prototypical groups are considerably lower than that of the nonprototypical ones, while the coverage is higher. This implies that the
identified prototypical groups are of high quality and hence meaningfully model communication existing among the individuals in the communication sets.

A

WEEK
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•
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Table IV. Analysis of the Prototypical Groups against the Nonprototypical Ones Based on Two Metrics Conductance and Coverage
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Table V. Analysis of the Utility of Prototypical Groups of Four Communication Sets in the
Engadget Dataset
APPLE

MICROSOFT

GOOGLE

NOKIA

WEEK

Stock Price

E (%)

Stock Price

E (%)

Stock Price

E (%)

Stock Price

May 19
May 26
Jun 2
Jun 9
Jun 16
Jun 23
Jun 30
Jul 7
Jul 14
Jul 21
Jul 28
Aug 4
Aug 11
Aug 18
Aug 25

181.17
188.75
185.64
172.37
175.27
170.09
170.12
172.58
165.15
162.12
156.66
169.55
175.74
176.79
169.53

22.16
20.09
24.86
19.36
26.88
25.67
23.24
22.78
22.24
21.25
18.85
24.32
27.46
25.84
23.56

28.05
28.32
27.49
29.07
28.23
27.63
25.98
25.25
25.86
26.16
25.44
28.13
27.81
27.84
27.29

18.02
20.20
22.74
21.26
23.83
23.36
22.24
21.52
20.82
20.93
22.73
24.85
24.36
23.58
23.27

544.62
585.80
567.00
571.51
546.43
528.07
537.00
533.80
481.32
491.98
467.86
495.01
510.15
490.59
463.29

23.14
21.64
22.46
22.76
24.72
19.42
18.84
18.15
24.37
18.64
25.21
23.73
23.15
22.37
21.58

28.45
28.40
26.13
26.08
24.29
24.03
24.50
26.01
27.51
28.13
27.12
27.07
25.47
26.31
25.17

E (%)
22.63
19.87
24.75
18.64
22.13
19.24
17.36
25.98
20.78
21.36
20.84
17.64
22.22
20.86
20.46

The prototypical groups have been used to predict a related external variable, stock market movements of the
corresponding sets in the time period from May 19 to August 31, 2008. The actual stock price at each Friday at
each week is shown, along with the error in predicting the corresponding movement based on the prototypical
groups. Considerably low errors in prediction are observed; this indicates that the characterized prototypical
groups are meaningful.

8.3 Analysis of Utility of Prototypical Groups
Now we justify the utility of the extracted prototypical groups of different
communication sets Apple, Microsoft, Google, and Nokia with their ability to
predict stock market movement of the corresponding companies.
To predict the stock movements for each communication set using the prototypical groups at each week, we first trained a support vector regressor as
discussed in Section 6 over the period from April 1, 2008 to May 16, 2008. The
predictions of stock movement were thereafter made at each week from May
19, 2008 to August 31, 2008 (15 weeks, same period as Figure 9). The results
of prediction of stock market movements for the four technology companies are
shown in Table V. The table shows actual stock price at each Friday at each
week, along with the error in predicting the corresponding movement based on
the prototypical groups.
We observe that the error in predicting the stock movement is reasonable:
23.42%, 22.58%, 19.67%, and 18.73%, respectively, for communication sets Apple, Microsoft, Google, and Nokia. This justifies the utility of the extracted
prototypical groups in the four sets. We observe that the error rates for Google
and Nokia are lower than that of Apple and Microsoft. We conjecture that the
former two sets exhibit small changes in the communication dynamics of their
individuals. Also the sizes of these sets are comparatively smaller, resulting
in less diversity of communication characteristics. Hence our regressor is able
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to predict the stock market movement better based on these communication
dynamics.
Note, we do not claim that prediction necessarily indicates a consequential relationship between the prototypical group dynamics and stock market
movement; rather it simply illustrates that such groups are meaningful representations of the corresponding communication sets.
It is also important to point it out here that prediction of a highly volatile
variable like stock market movement is extremely difficult due to its dependency on a number of unforeseen factors. A technology community like Engadget can only reflect the consumer sentiment to a certain degree, and hence this
justifies our prediction error rates. Also note that our goal is not to be able
to predict the movement, but rather to analyze if the prototypical groups can
meaningfully represent a communication via its ability to predict an external
variable to a considerable degree.
In the following section, we present a comprehensive evaluation of our
method using several baseline techniques.
8.4 Evaluation of Prototypical Groups
Now we present the results to evaluate our method of extracting and characterizing the prototypical groups using a set of baseline methods.
Based on Section 7.2, we have constructed several baseline comparison cases
(12 in all, including our own method) utilizing the two types of baseline techniques: first, baseline techniques for evaluating group extraction and second,
baseline techniques for evaluating the method of identifying the prototypical groups. We discuss the results of comparison of our method against these
different baseline scenarios based on two graph-based evaluation metrics, conductance, and coverage, and also the two evaluation metrics presented in this
article, predictivity, and resilience as discussed in Section 7.1.
Now we present the results of evaluation in Table VI. The table shows the
measures of stock market movement predictivity and resilience for four communication sets: “Apple”, “Microsoft”, “Google” and “Nokia” based on our method
(M) and the baseline scenarios (B1 -B11 ) averaged in the period from May 19,
2008 to August 31, 2008.
From the results, we are interested in the following observations: (a) whether
extracting groups in communities based on communication dynamics of individuals is important, and (b) whether identifying prototypical groups based on
composition entropy and topic divergence is useful. Let us analyze how the
different scenarios can address each of these aspects.
— The first three baseline scenarios (B1 -B3 ) extract groups simply based on
communication cooccurrence of individuals and hence ignore the dynamics
of their communication properties. For identifying the prototypical groups,
they use the groups with minimum conductance, maximum coverage, and
maximum activity, respectively. Since these measures of identifying the prototypical groups do not consider the temporal dynamics of how they represent the overall communication set, they are observed to perform poorly.
Note that B3 is seen to perform better than the other two, implying that the
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Table VI. Evaluation of Our Framework Against 11 Different Baseline Scenarios, Involving
Different Group Extraction and Prototypical Group Identification Methods
APPLE

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B 10
B 11
M

MICROSOFT

GOOGLE

NOKIA

ρ

ξ

α

β

ρ

ξ

α

β

ρ

ξ

α

β

ρ

ξ

α

β

0.43
0.36
0.34
0.33
0.32
0.3
0.27
0.21
0.19
0.17
0.15
0.14

0.4
0.46
0.46
0.5
0.52
0.53
0.58
0.61
0.62
0.64
0.66
0.71

0.27
0.29
0.32
0.36
0.39
0.39
0.49
0.5
0.54
0.54
0.79
0.81

0.65
0.56
0.56
0.54
0.51
0.47
0.42
0.32
0.27
0.21
0.21
0.14

0.66
0.62
0.6
0.47
0.45
0.43
0.38
0.31
0.28
0.23
0.22
0.21

0.54
0.58
0.6
0.6
0.61
0.62
0.66
0.66
0.7
0.73
0.74
0.78

0.26
0.3
0.39
0.4
0.52
0.54
0.57
0.59
0.68
0.73
0.8
0.82

0.59
0.55
0.54
0.49
0.43
0.41
0.36
0.34
0.29
0.28
0.21
0.11

0.28
0.25
0.24
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.19
0.16
0.15
0.12
0.12
0.11

0.51
0.57
0.63
0.69
0.7
0.74
0.74
0.77
0.79
0.84
0.85
0.86

0.26
0.35
0.35
0.39
0.53
0.54
0.55
0.59
0.67
0.73
0.78
0.83

0.5
0.5
0.46
0.44
0.42
0.36
0.35
0.17
0.14
0.13
0.12
0.12

0.44
0.39
0.38
0.38
0.38
0.32
0.25
0.25
0.23
0.16
0.14
0.12

0.3
0.32
0.34
0.36
0.41
0.45
0.46
0.47
0.51
0.55
0.56
0.69

0.28
0.36
0.41
0.45
0.47
0.5
0.54
0.57
0.69
0.8
0.81
0.82

0.59
0.59
0.45
0.44
0.43
0.43
0.36
0.3
0.25
0.18
0.18
0.16

For each method we show four values averaged over all the prototypical groups, per communication set: conductance (ρ), coverage (χ), predictivity (α), and resilience (β). These values are averaged over the 15 weeks of
analysis, May 19 to August 31, 2008 for the Engadget dataset. The descriptions of the 11 different scenarios
including our method are given as follows:
B1 – communication co-occurrence + minimum conductance
B2 – communication co-occurrence + maximum coverage
B3 – communication co-occurrence + maximum activity
B4 – kernel k-means + minimum conductance
B5 – kernel k-means + maximum coverage
B6 – kernel k-means + maximum activity
B7 – communication co-occurrence + composition entropy, topic divergence (our method)
B8 – kernel k-means + composition entropy, topic divergence (our method)
B9 – MAE (our method) + minimum conductance
B10 – MAE (our method) + maximum coverage
B11 – MAE (our method) + maximum activity
M − MAE (our method) + composition entropy, topic divergence (our method).

communication activity of the individuals is useful; however, high activity in
a group does not necessarily indicate that it would be prototypical.
— The baseline scenarios B4 -B6 use a standard unsupervised clustering algorithm kernel k-means to extract groups. We observe that these scenarios
perform better, as the features used by the clustering algorithm are based
on the communication dynamics of the individuals. We also note that the
conductance- and coverage-based scenarios B4 and B5 perform more poorly
than B6 as they do not capture the communication activity in identifying the
prototypical groups.
— The scenarios B7 and B8 extract groups based on communication cooccurrence of individuals and kernel k-means, respectively. However, they use our
method of identifying the prototypical groups. Hence we observe that they
perform better than B1 -B6 , since the prototypical groups capture the context
and content of the entire communication set well, improving their ability to
predict an external variable. However, since the quality of the groups themselves does not incorporate the communication dynamics of the individuals
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based on their mutual awareness in communication, we notice that the measures of predictivity and resilience are therefore poorer than that by our
method.
— In B9 -B11 , we extract groups using our method that incorporates the idea of
mutual awareness in extracting the groups, as well as using the different
communication features of individuals. However, the prototypical groups for
these scenarios are based on conductance- coverage- and maximum-activitybased measures. Hence they are not able to develop useful prototypical representations of communication in the entire set. The measures of predictivity
of an external variable and the associated resilience are therefore low in
these scenarios.
Hence finally we observe that our method M yields maximum predictivity of
stock market movement (average for our method: 0.76, for baselines: 0.43) as
well as minimum resilience of the four communication sets (average for our
method: 0.16, for baselines: 0.44). The mean improvement in conductance over
the four sets compared to the baseline scenarios is approximately 30%, that
in coverage is 27%, that in predictivity of the polls is 45%, and in resilience is
42%.
Thus our method can effectively address the two aspects of evaluation as
stated earlier better than baseline methods, both in terms of quality (that
is given by the graph-based metrics conductance and coverage) as well as
the ability to explain a correlated external variable (in this case being the
stock market movements of the companies). This justifies our group extraction
framework, as well as our method of identifying the prototypical groups.
9. EXPERIMENTS ON HUFFINGTON POST DATASET
In this section we present experiments involving the political blog Huffington
Post to establish the generalizability of our framework. We present a description of the dataset first; then discuss results of the experiments conducted on
it: analysis of the characteristics of the extracted prototypical groups, and their
utility. Finally we evaluate our method using the baseline techniques and the
corresponding measures of the four evaluation metrics.
9.1 Description of Dataset
In order to test the generality of our multiscale characterization framework,
we have collected data on blog discussions involving the two Presidential candidates of 2008 U.S. elections (Barack Obama and John McCain) from a highly
popular and active political blog, Huffington Post. We deployed a Web-based
crawler as before, to collect data on the blog comments, their timestamps, and
authoring individuals. The dataset comprises a set of 59,282 individuals who
wrote a set of 4,748,837 comments in the time span from May 15, 2008 to
October 3, 2008. The mean number of comments per individual in this dataset
is 80.11.
In Table VII, we provide an overview of the statistics of the two communication sets “Obama” and “McCain” in this dataset. Interestingly, we observe
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Table VII. Statistics of the Two Communication Sets in the Huffington Post Dataset
Communication Set
Obama
McCain

Number of Individuals

Number of comments/replies

39,692
27,858

3,522,5663
2,893,896

that the two sets have considerable overlap in terms of the individuals as well
as the comments posted on either of the two electoral candidates. This is a
property of the Huffington Post dataset where during the crawled time period
there was extensive discussion on the two Presidential candidates, Obama and
McCain, hence several blog posts were tagged with both of them, and thereby
the comments and replies of each of the two sets had considerable overlap.
In the following sections we would present the results of the experiments
conducted on this dataset.
9.2 Analysis of Characteristics of Prototypical Groups
In this subsection, we present an analysis of the characteristics of the prototypical groups extracted from the two communication sets “Obama” and “McCain”
in the Huffington Post dataset. We extracted groups based on our method
in Section 4 and thereafter characterized the prototypical groups based on
Section 5. We now analyze these prototypical groups from two perspectives,
as with the Engadget dataset, that is, their composition entropy and topic
divergence, and their conductance and coverage.
9.2.1 Composition Entropy and Topic Divergence. We analyze the prototypical groups in each of the communication sets “Obama” and “McCain”
based on the two characteristics: composition entropy and topic divergence. We
present a visualization of the characterization of the prototypical groups for
the two sets over a period of 15 weeks from June 23, 2008 to October 3, 2008
in Figure 11.
For the communication set “Obama”, we observe here that both the composition entropy and topic divergence decrease during periods of significant
external happenings related to the Presidential candidate Obama. Similar observations can be made for the communication set “McCain”.
We observe that these dynamics occur because there are specific groups
of individuals who support Obama and McCain on the Web site Huffington
Post, both being candidates of the two major political parties, The Republicans
and The Democrats. As a result these individuals form cohesive groups where
the individuals in a group share similar communication characteristics. These
characteristics are not subject to much change over time; hence the movement
of individuals across groups is low, yielding low composition entropy.
Low topic divergence implies that the discussions in the prototypical groups
are focused on the major external happenings and hence are aligned to the
overall discussion trend in the communication set.
However, there are some exceptions to these observations as well, which
show that these are not necessary and sufficient conditions for observing the
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Fig. 11. Visualization of groups (shown in circles) and the prototypical groups (shaded circles, intensity representing the measure of optimality) in the communication sets on Obama and McCain.
Every row corresponds to the groups at each week, shown vertically downwards. We observe the
dynamics of composition entropy and topic divergence of the prototypical groups during periods of
significant related external events.
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Table VIII. Comparison of the Content of Communication of the Prototypical Groups with That
of the Entire Communication Set, for the Two Different Sets in Huffington Post
Communication
Set

Representative keywords of the
prototypical groups

Obama

barack-obama, humanitarian, iran,
iraq, joe-lieberman, jordan, syria,
zbigniew-brzezinski, gen-petreaus,
harry-reid, john-edwards,
move-onorg, senatedemocrats,
senate-republicans, obama-senateforeign-relations-committee,
joe-biden, California,

McCain

Iran, National Security, Fear Watch
2008, John McCain Iran, John
McCain National Security, McCain
Diplomacy, Mccain National Security,
McCain Iran, McCain Unfit, Politics
News, Cindy McCain, Cindy McCain
Campaign

Representative keywords of the
entire communication set
barack-obama, barack-obama-troopwithdrawal, obama-petreaus, obamasenate-foreign-relations-committee,
california, camp-obama, off-the-bus,
san-francisco-speech, iran, iraq,
harry-reid, joe-biden, Michelle
Obama Proud, Tennessee GOP,
Dalai-Lama, political-news, on the
ground 2008
John Mccain Socialist, Mccain
Kansas City Star, Mccain Obama
Extremist, Mccain Liberal, Mccain
Obama Socialist, Politics News, Iran,
McCain Diplomacy, Mccain National
Security, McCain Iran, Cindy McCain

The results are shown aggregated over the 15 weeks period from June 23 to October 3, 2008. We observe that
the content of communication in the prototypical groups is representative of that in the entire communication
set.

external happenings in relation to the dynamics of the prototypical groups.
For example, in the week of August 18 we observe high topic divergence. We
explain this by the observation that the corresponding event being about the
nomination of Senator Joe Biden as the Democrat VP candidate, there is likely
to be a lot of communication concerning him, rendering the communication
content in the entire set to be rather diverse about various topics. This yields
high topic divergence at this week.
In the case of the communication set “McCain”, we observe high topic divergence in the weeks of August 25, September 1 and September 22. On noticing
the associated external events, we observe that they are related to the nomination of the Republican VP candidate Governor Sarah Palin and the start of
the financial crisis. As a result it is likely that several individuals discussing
Senator McCain would be discussing these events on the weeks of August 25,
September 1 and September 22. This is likely to be responsible for the high
topic divergence of the prototypical groups during these weeks.
Therefore these results suggest that our results are generalizable and our
method captures the temporal dynamics of the overall communication sets
significantly well based on the prototypical groups.
Now we analyze qualitatively how the prototypical groups represent the
overall communication in the entire set. Representative keywords of the prototypical groups as well as the entire communication set for “Obama” and
“McCain” are shown in Table VII (again using the bag-of-words data structure
of high-frequency words occurring in the communication sets and the prototypical groups at each week). The mutual agreement or the Jacard similarity
(averaged over 15 weeks) between the contents of prototypical groups and
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Table IX. Analysis of the Prototypical Groups against the Nonprototypical Ones Based on Two
Metrics: Conductance and Coverage
OBAMA

MCCAIN

WEEK

A

B

C

D

E

A

B

C

D

Jun 23
Jun 30
Jul 7
Jul 14
Jul 21
Jul 28
Aug 4
Aug 11
Aug 18
Aug 25
Sep 1
Sep 8
Sep 15
Sep 22
Sep 29

7
5
5
7
5
7
5
6
7
4
8
7
7
4
5

0.22
0.27
0.24
0.31
0.21
0.19
0.42
0.18
0.19
0.18
0.56
0.23
0.22
0.19
0.57

0.66
0.69
0.81
0.76
0.80
0.67
0.27
0.78
0.74
0.75
0.35
0.62
0.76
0.81
0.36

0.34
0.37
0.38
0.45
0.33
0.31
0.53
0.32
0.30
0.28
0.69
0.34
0.33
0.31
0.67

0.55
0.54
0.66
0.63
0.69
0.55
0.15
0.63
0.63
0.64
0.24
0.48
0.62
0.67
0.23

2
8
5
3
3
5
3
6
5
4
7
4
4
6
3

0.55
0.32
0.29
0.17
0.23
0.23
0.18
0.25
0.16
0.56
0.64
0.23
0.21
0.54
0.19

0.32
0.70
0.74
0.66
0.73
0.76
0.74
0.62
0.80
0.43
0.47
0.75
0.76
0.50
0.71

0.67
0.43
0.42
0.27
0.36
0.33
0.29
0.38
0.29
0.66
0.78
0.36
0.33
0.66
0.31

E
0.20
0.57
0.61
0.51
0.59
0.62
0.62
0.47
0.67
0.31
0.32
0.60
0.63
0.36
0.58

The results are shown for two communication sets –Obama and McCain, in the time period from June 23 to
October 2, 2008. Five different values are shown per week and per communication set. The details of the different
columns are as follows: Column A: the number of prototypical groups; Column B: the mean conductance over
all the prototypical groups; Column C: the mean coverage over all the prototypical groups; Column D: the mean
conductance over all the nonprototypical groups, that is, the groups in the communication set not identified
as prototypical groups; and finally, Column E: the mean coverage over all the nonprototypical groups. Note
that the conductances for the prototypical groups are considerably lower than that of the nonprototypical ones,
while the coverage is higher. This implies that the identified prototypical groups are of high quality and hence
meaningfully model communication existing among the individuals in the communication sets.

communication sets has been found to be 0.73 and 0.68 in the case of “Obama”
and “McCain” respectively. Interestingly, we note that the results are aggregated over the time period of analysis from June 23 to October 3, 2008. However,
we observe that there is considerable overlap between the two, further justifying that characterizing the prototypical groups with our method can indeed be
concise representation of the entire communication set.
9.2.2 Conductance and Coverage. We analyze the prototypical groups in
the two Huffington Post communication sets compared to the nonprototypical
ones based on two measures: conductance and coverage. The results for the
sets over the period of 15 weeks from June 23 to October 3 have been presented
in Table IX. We show two values: conductance and coverage for two cases for
first the prototypical groups only, and second the nonprototypical groups.
We make similar observations as Engadget from this dataset as well. The
measures of conductance and coverage for the prototypical groups are lower
and higher, respectively, than those of the nonprototypical groups. Moreover,
the number of prototypical groups for the communication set “Obama” is higher
than that of “McCain”. This can be explained by the fact that a characteristic of
the Huffington Post dataset is that it is quite liberal inclined. Hence there are
specific groups of individuals who consistently discuss about Senator Obama
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Table X. Analysis of the Utility of Prototypical Groups of
Two Communication Sets in the Huffington Post Dataset
OBAMA

MCCAIN

WEEK

National Poll

E (%)

National Poll

Jun 23
Jun 30
Jul 7
Jul 14
Jul 21
Jul 28
Aug 4
Aug 11
Aug 18
Aug 25
Sep 1
Sep 8
Sep 15
Sep 22
Sep 29

48.2
47.7
48.5
46.6
46.0
46.5
46.6
46.8
45.4
45.5
48.8
48.3
46.3
48.1
47.9

17.12
21.32
28.73
26.88
29.39
24.83
15.53
27.73
29.00
25.18
26.36
26.14
20.88
24.83
17.56

41.4
40.9
42.8
42.6
41.3
43.3
44.3
42.0
41.8
43.9
44.3
45.4
44.7
45.4
43.3

E (%)
25.59
15.47
19.15
15.69
16.45
27.35
25.42
19.75
29.25
15.51
21.58
20.72
26.48
26.92
17.80

The prototypical groups have been used to predict a related external
variable, national polls of the corresponding political candidates in
the time period from June 23 to October 3, 2008. The actual percentage of the poll at each week is shown, along with the error in
predicting the corresponding movement based on the prototypical
groups. Considerably low errors in prediction are observed; this indicates that the characterized prototypical groups are meaningful.

in their communication, yielding low composition entropy as well as having
discussions highly inclined to the current external events. Therefore the number of the prototypical groups in this case is larger than that for the other set
“McCain”.
From this section we have observed the different characteristics of the prototypical groups for a political dataset Huffington Post. These characteristics
indicate that they meaningfully capture the dynamics in the overall communication set at different points in time.
Now we would analyze the utility of these prototypical groups in their ability
to predict the political polls in favor of each of the two Presidential candidates.
9.3 Analysis of Utility of Prototypical Groups
In this section we attempt predict the polls in favor of Barack Obama and John
McCain obtained from the popular political news site Real Clear Politics [Real
Clear Politics Polls]. Similar to our analysis method for Engadget, we first
trained a support vector regressor as discussed in Section 6 over the period
from May 15, 2008 to June 22, 2008. The predictions of political polls were
thereafter made at each week from June 23, 2008 to October 3, 2008 (15 weeks,
same period as Figure 11). The results of prediction of polls in favor of the two
Presidential candidates are shown in Table X. The table shows actual value of
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the national poll averaged over each week, along with the error in predicting
the poll based on the prototypical groups.
We observe that the mean error in prediction is 21.43% and 19.75%,
respectively, for the corresponding two communication sets “Obama” and
“McCain”. The errors seem to be high on weeks which have several external
happenings present, implying that the individuals engaged themselves in
diverse communication topics and this affected our prediction performance.
However, the results do suggest that the prototypical groups are meaningful
because they can explain a related external variable (polls) quite well.
We now present an evaluation of our framework of identifying prototypical
groups in this dataset.
9.4 Evaluation of Prototypical Groups
In this section we present the evaluation of our framework using different baseline scenarios described in Section 7.2. We use two different baseline group extraction methods and three different prototypical group identification methods
to compare the quality of prototypical groups extracted by our framework. As
before, we compute four measures per scenario: conductance, coverage, predictivity, and resilience. These results are presented in Table XI.
The results reveal that communication cooccurrence based group extraction yields poor quality of prototypical groups as well as low predictivity of
the national electoral polls, as they cannot capture the rich communication
dynamics of the individuals in the communication set. Kernel k-means-based
group extraction scenarios yield comparatively better results; however, they
cannot capture the dynamics emerging out of mutual awareness of communication among individuals. Among the prototypical groups identification methods, minimum-conductance- and maximum-coverage-based methods perform
the worst, while the maximum activity-based method yields better predictivity
and resilience with respect to the extracted prototypical groups. However, it
cannot capture the temporal dynamics of change in context and content of the
communication set with respect to the prototypical groups. Among all methods,
our framework yields best results in respect to the quality of the prototypical
groups (i.e., least conductance and highest coverage) as well as ability to correlate blog communication dynamics with an external variable (i.e., predictivity
and resilience for the political polls). The mean improvement in conductance
over the two sets “Obama” and “McCain” compared to the baseline scenarios
is 41.5%, that in coverage is 56%, that in predictivity of the polls is 48%, and
in resilience is 40%. Hence to summarize, from the results we observe that:
(a) group extraction based on communication features and mutual awareness
among individuals is useful, and (b) identifying the prototypical groups based
on composition entropy and topic divergence captures the context and content
of communication in the entire communication set.
10. DISCUSSION
In this section we present a discussion of our results and its implications on
generalizability of our framework on extraction, characterization, and utility
of prototypical groups in the blogosphere to other diverse domains.
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Table XI. Evaluation of our Framework Against 11 Different Baseline Scenarios,
Involving Different Group Extraction and Prototypical Group Identification Methods
OBAMA

B1
B2
B2
B4
B5
B6
B7
B8
B9
B 10
B 11
M

MCCAIN

ρ

ξ

α

β

ρ

ξ

α

0.48
0.48
0.47
0.46
0.43
0.42
0.41
0.36
0.29
0.26
0.15
0.11

0.22
0.31
0.39
0.42
0.46
0.46
0.49
0.58
0.61
0.65
0.67
0.77

0.27
0.3
0.31
0.37
0.37
0.45
0.5
0.53
0.55
0.67
0.69
0.75

0.54
0.47
0.45
0.43
0.41
0.38
0.31
0.3
0.28
0.23
0.23
0.15

0.59
0.55
0.51
0.47
0.44
0.36
0.32
0.32
0.21
0.17
0.14
0.13

0.2
0.25
0.26
0.35
0.43
0.45
0.66
0.68
0.69
0.72
0.74
0.77

0.28
0.29
0.29
0.31
0.37
0.42
0.53
0.55
0.57
0.6
0.75
0.76

β
0.54
0.49
0.45
0.45
0.41
0.35
0.3
0.24
0.21
0.15
0.15
0.13

For each method we show four values averaged over all the prototypical groups, per communication set:
conductance (ρ), coverage (χ), predictivity (α), and resilience (β). These values are averaged over the 15
weeks of analysis, June 23 to October 3, 2008 for the Huffington Post dataset. The descriptions of the 11
different scenarios including our method are given as follows:
B1 – communication co-occurrence + minimum conductance
B2 – communication co-occurrence + maximum coverage
B3 – communication co-occurrence + maximum activity
B4 – kernel k-means + minimum conductance
B5 – kernel k-means + maximum coverage
B6 – kernel k-means + maximum activity
B7 – communication co-occurrence + composition entropy, topic divergence (our method)
B8 – kernel k-means + composition entropy, topic divergence (our method)
B9 – MAE (our method) + minimum conductance
B10 – MAE (our method) + maximum coverage
B11 – MAE (our method) + maximum activity
M − MAE (our method) + composition entropy, topic divergence (our method).

Communication among individuals in online communities provides a
plethora of information and facts that associate themselves with several external events. Apparently, while bulk of this information seems to be extremely
noisy and difficult to sift through, some of it, if mined, could be put to tremendous use in our day-to-day practical applications, for example, determining
who the key people in a community are, which groups are interesting or prototypical, which blogs are important or highly ranked, who the information
authorities are, or how information flows in a social network. In this context,
our framework is an extremely useful way of extracting the useful facts (or
knowledge) in social network communication. The usefulness of such mined
information can be verified by its correlation with semantically related external information sources, in certain cases, it might be interesting to observe if
the mined knowledge possesses predictability characteristics, acts as a chatter creator, or trails in its dynamics with respect to other significant events
in the external world. Our framework and results show that the usefulness
of the knowledge mined from specific types of social network communication (technology-related and political blogs) can be interestingly verified by
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correlating it with external happenings (stock market movements or political
polls).
We justify our choice of a technology blog as one of our experimental benchmarks because it can correlate its communication with stock market movements of the companies which are widely discussed. It is a valid conjecture
that the bloggers and commenters on Engadget are also likely the stock market investors of the companies being discussed in the blogs. Furthermore, the
use of a political blog discussing the two major Presidential candidates of 2008
U.S. elections is also justified because several of the communicators are the
people who had voted in the primaries in various states. Therefore correlating this communication with media polls on the two candidates is meaningful.
Note that our framework can be generalized to any social network with directly observable communication dynamics. Our framework of evaluating the
characterized groups through predictivity and resilience of external variables
could also be easily applied if there is another external set of data which is
orthogonal in its source and content, but related in its nature and semantics.
Nevertheless, note that we emphasize our choice of an evaluation framework
that utilizes external temporal variables (like stock movement and political
polls), because of the inherent correlation that communication groups on the
blogosphere typically exhibit with external user actions. In this context, we
claim that alternative approaches to predict the variables such as stock movement and political polls themselves (for example, sentiment analysis tools that
rely solely on the content of communication, independent of the sociological
dynamics of groups) are not useful. This is because, although these tools can
presumably yield better insights into the prediction process, they do not provide
any understanding of the nature of the communication groups that characterize a given network. Since the central goal of this article is to characterize,
extract, and evaluate the utility of prototypical groups, prediction mechanisms
that solely optimize external variables like stock movement and political polls
are not useful. Moreover, note that the prediction problem is merely an evaluation framework to justify if our extracted prototypical groups are useful, and
hence methods that primarily maximize prediction accuracy disregarding the
representative group features are tangential and not of immediately utility in
the context of this article.
However, there are some open issues in our framework. We have focused
on temporal analysis of the prototypical groups, but mining evolutionary patterns from such temporal analysis remains an open issue. For example, can
we detect how a communication set behaves over time, for example, a set
of individuals who are very volatile in communication in summer, compared
to winter? Besides, the posts associated with the various companies and the
political candidates have been collected from Engadget and Huffington Post
based on the editor-assigned tags only. Though the results validate our framework via metrics like composition entropy, topic divergence, as well as graphbased measures like conductance and coverage, it would be interesting to note
how the content of the posts and comments around the same time period of
analysis are associated with the external events. We also acknowledge that
more extensive experiments involving other technological companies could be
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performed to strengthen our claims. The framework could also be tested for
other kinds of social networks, such as Flickr, YouTube, etc., to characterize
their communication dynamics via sets of prototypical groups.
We also highlight the possibility of using other alternative ways to evaluate
the utility of our characterized prototypical groups. One such method is to utilize the prototypical groups to predict user behavior over time. However, our
argument in this article is that modeling user behavior is a sufficiently complex problem that needs an in-depth temporal understanding of the activities
of users on social networks. We have addressed user behavior modeling in a
different context that dealt with diffusion of social actions on the social media
Digg [Choudhury et al. 2009b]. We utilized a generative model where we simulated, over time, the actions of users to predict their behavior over a period
of time. Our proposed computational framework of user behavior prediction is
comprised of two parts: the learning framework and the evolution framework.
In the learning framework, we developed a dynamic Bayesian network-based
representation that includes an understanding of user context to predict the
probability of user actions over a set of time slices into the future. In the evolution framework, we evolved the social network and the user behavior models
over a set of future time slices to predict emergent information cascades that
are responsible for diffusion of information on a given topic. A similar framework can be used in the context of measuring the utility of prototypical groups
as well. However, addressing models of user behavior with respect to the utility
of the representative prototypical groups is beyond the scope of this article.
Nevertheless, compared to substantial previous studies on the blogosphere,
this article aims at understanding the evolutionary features of social networks
in the blogosphere through a fine-grained temporal analysis of its groups. We
establish a significance measure of the different groups in a set and propose
how such groups can be representative of the entire communication set. We
also present a novel evaluation framework based on measure of correlation of
group characteristics with an external variable.
11. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we characterized online communication sets in social networks
to extract their representative prototypical groups and developed a novel utility framework to establish the utility of such prototypical groups. We defined
prototypical communication groups to be ones whose: (a) constituent individuals are derived from several other groups and (b) whose topic distribution is
highly aligned to that of the overall communication set. In order to identify
such prototypical groups and their utility, we adopted a three-step approach:
extraction of groups, characterization of prototypical groups, and utility of the
prototypical groups.
First, we developed features representing communication dynamics of the individuals in a communication set. Such characteristics are then used to extract
groups where each group comprises a set of individuals having similar communication characteristics. The extraction algorithm is based on unsupervised
clustering and it emphasizes the temporal relationships among groups. Second,
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we identified a subset of all the groups as prototypical communication groups
which capture and characterize the overall communication set. We presented
a novel optimization framework to identify these groups. Third, we justified
our idea that extracting the prototypical groups is useful, as they can enable
communities to predict relevant time-series data. Our conjecture is that online
communities often manifest public opinion about finance, stocks, technology
products, as well as about different political candidates. Hence we presented
a novel utility framework where we show that the prototypical groups can be
useful predictors of stock market movement of technology companies as well
as of political polls of elections.
We conducted extensive experiments on two popular blogs, Engadget and
Huffington Post. We observed that during periods of significant external events
related to the communities, the mean composition entropy and the mean topic
divergence show significant changes. This implies that the prototypical groups
are able to capture the dynamics in the communication set. We then justified the
utility of the prototypical groups by using them to predict stock market movement/political polls. The error in prediction were 23.42%, 22.58%, 19.67%, and
20.73% respectively for communication sets discussing “Apple”, “Microsoft”,
“Google”, and “Nokia” and 21.43% and 19.75% for the sets discussing “Obama”
and “McCain”.
Next we evaluated the characteristics of the prototypical groups by their
quality, that is, conductance and coverage, and two novel metrics, high predictivity of stock market movement/political polls and resilience of the communication set in predicting these external variables when the prototypical
groups are not considered. During evaluation we observed that our method
yielded high-quality prototypical groups (evident via low conductance and high
coverage) and also maximized predictivity of stock market movement/polls
(our method: 0.73, baselines: 0.48) and minimized resilience with respect to
prediction (our method: 0.18, baselines: 0.46), implying that the prototypical
groups extracted by our method are more meaningful in characterizing the
overall communities. The mean improvement in conductance over the four sets
in the Engadget dataset compared to the baseline techniques (based on alternative group extraction and prototypical group identification methods) is
approximately 30%, that in coverage is 27%, that in predictivity of the polls
is 45%, and in resilience is 42%. In case of the Huffington Post dataset, the
mean improvement in conductance over the two sets “Obama” and “McCain” is
41.5%, that in coverage is 56%, that in predictivity of the polls is 48%, and in
resilience is 40%.
Our results are promising and there are several interesting directions to
future work. One direction could be sentiment detection in communication
leveraging the properties of the prototypical groups. Among other directions,
we are interested to observe how the temporal dynamics of the prototypical
groups affect the discussions and the individuals they are associated with;
for example, do prototypical groups indicate presence of prototypical individuals too? Also, can the discussions associated with the prototypical groups be
deemed prototypical or “interesting” as well? We are also interested in modeling cultural phenomena in a community or organizing reaction with respect
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to an impulse or event, for example, how traffic, roads, and communication in
a community could be impacted at a particular point of time in response to a
snowstorm. Besides, developing models of network growth, for example, how
individuals associate themselves to others based on their communication activity, as well as understanding the prediction and evolution of mood or sentiment
of a community in response to external events can yield interesting insights
into online communication dynamics in the blogosphere.
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